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Thi, them investigates. within a minimali,t framework (Chomsky (1993 et
seq.»), lOme oCthe properties oC"sub~. It is demonstrated that the term
"subjea- picb out whatever element occupies the highest argumental position
within its daU88 at LF, Co1lowing reconstrueti.on efFects.

In Chapter ODe, several recent analyses ofcertain ·non-finite· clauses in the
ergative InuktitutIWest Greenlandic languaees and Lezciatt are examined. I
conclude that, in each ease, the clauses in question are finite. It is proposed
that the eonapicuous abeence, or near-absence, oCnon-finite control structures
in ergative languages derives from the fact that arguments licensed 88 PRO in
such languages do not typieally occupy a position where they can be controlled
by an element in a higher clause. I consider one strategy made use oC by the
(ergative) Mayan language Jacaltee to make such clauses possible.

In Chapter Two, standard assumptions with respect to a 'subject/object'
extractability asymmetry are reeonaidered, in light ofdata from English. It is
shown that A'-eztraction oC'subjects' oC unaceusative or passive VPs is not as
sensitive to intervening islands 88 is extraction oC'subjects' oC transitive or
unergative VPe. This follows, I demoDBtr'8te, from the requirement that both
types ofarguments raise overtly to an A'-position prior to extraction, attracted
by an [event] feature of the C head, with the fonner type of argument
necessari1y raising via an intermediate A-position, while the latter type must
raise directly. Second, two non-finite constructions - one in Italian and another
in European Portuguese - are considered. The interaction of the proposed
[event] reature of C~ with certain other features is shown to derive both fixed
word-ordering restrictions and the unezpected availability of'oominative' Case
in these clauses in both languages.

In Chapter Three, I offer a preliminary analysis which derives 'accusative'
versus 'ergative' Case cbeckine patterns in strict terms of Economy, depending
on the streneth of certain features. I show that no special condition, like the
Obligatory Cau Parcuneter (Bobaljik. (1993», need be introduced to derive the
differences between the Case patterns of accusative and ergative languages.
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CHAPTER I

Puttini 'subjects' in their placeCs)

Ll Introduction

While erammatical relations are reprded as primitives in many theories of

language «(or example, Relational Grammar and Lexical-Functional

Grammar), notions of 'subject' and 'object' are defined rather in

configurational terms in generative erammar. Since Chomsky (965), which

defined 'subject' as [NP,Sl and 'object' as [NP,VPl. generative grammarians

have argued that grammatical relations are irrelevant to the fonnulation of

grammatical rules. Nevertheless, there ia evidence (see. for example, several

of the papers in Li (1976») that there does appear to uiat a natural class of

'subjects' across languages. What, then, is a 'subject', and can the notion be

usefully defined in a Principles and Parameters approach to linguistic

knowledee as is adopted by this thesis? In the following sections, I turn

brieOy to an examination of the treatment of 'subjects' in the generative

literature.

1.1.1 The _ Projection PriJIclple

Principles and Parameters theory (e.g., Chomsky (1981» bas

undertaken to demonttrate that the grammatical roles accepted 8S primitives

in Relational and Lexical-Functional (not to mention traditional) Grammar



can. and should. be apreaed. in termB oC structural position.. Nevertheless,

the notion oC'lIUbjeet' bu aurrived into the theory to 8OID.e decree, leading

CbomUy (1982) to offer the E:neDded Projection Principle (EPP>, which is

atated here u (1), .. a deecriptive obNnaD.ee that all daU8eS lIlust have a

(I) [SpecJ] must be filled ats.Strucwre.

Thus, the EPP, taken torether with the Case Filter (2),

(2) Lexical NPs need Case.

requires that it [Spee,lP] is Dot filled overtly at S-Str'Ucture, then the position

be 6llOO by a trace (t), PRO, or pro.' PRO ia licensed iff an overt NP is

impossible (i.e., wben [Spec,IP] is governed neither by a lexical bead (e.g., the

complementiller (or, or .. in ECM.type conatructiona) nor by INFL bearine

[+tenaeD, as can be seen in (3) where PRO, the 'subject' of the embedded

infinitival clause, is controlled by the 'subject' of the matrix clause, few:

(3) Few arc sufficiently idiotic [PRO to test nuclear weapons].

The distribution of PRO, then, is limited. to the 'subject'·position of non·finite

clauses when Ca. cannot be IOtten 'elsewhere'.

I FOf diseuuion 01' the propertie, and di'tribution ofpro, _. rOf eu.Mple, Chomsky (981),
Kini (1986), ePd the papen included in JeeerJj • Safif (1989). I set uide diltuuion or
tncn in 'subjed.'·positioll (Of the 1D01IW1t, .. _II.



1.U The EPP aDd &be HiDi..-aIia p:rocruaae

UDder ChomU.y'. (1993) and CboIDlky • Lunik'. (1993) treatment,

the EPP it reduced to a (..ture property oCthe futldiooal bead 1'(ense). That

it. ~ COIltai.DI an N-feature wbicb. must be chedr.ed apinn a category XP in

ita cheetiDc domain. In.., EJtC1iab. then, DOIIU.tLative Cue is checked by a

[+.linite] Tl, PRO can be licenRd (checked), for what Chomsky &: Lasnik

(1993) term -null- Cue, by. [-finite] Tl, and, presumedly, the EPP feature is

a non-Cue feature of TO,2 The tpeCi.6c propertie. of the feature from which

the EPP can be derived are open to some debate. Chomsky (1995) sUlri'ests

that it is plausible to "'\DDe it to be a strone I)(elerminer)-feature, although

this, of course. is only one pOl8ibility pendi.ne further uamination. I will

proceed with the view that Chomsky's propoaa1 is adequate for my present

needs. but with the intention ofderivin& the EPP from a more specific feature

u the analysis proeresses.

This section brieOy mentions some of the features of the theoretical

model that thi. thesis ...um.. - the MiniJnali.t Programme (Chomsky

(1993.1994.1995) and much OOCOin( work), Neeeuarily, for reasons ofspaee,

I here take what amounte to a very preli.minary (lance at two rather salient

I While the introduction of' "null- eaM into the theory will not be of' central importance to
this chllis, I will return to it later in this WpUr (11.4,2) and in Chapter Two. The
internted reader is refened to, ror uample, Martin (1995), Chomsk,,, lAmilt (19931, and
Watanabe Cl993&) (Of t.cqrowld and further elilCUllion.



aspects of the model; Checking theory and clause structure. Other facets of

the framework. will be introduced as they become relevant to the discussion.

1.2.1 Onfeatarw

[Willi are auumed, following Chomsky (1993), to be inserted into the

derivation from the luicon with their morpholoeical features already intact.

Movement in the eyntaz: is then driven by the need to have these features

checked.. Any movement not trieaered by this requirement is excluded.

Whether this movement takes place in the overt syntax or in the cavert

syntax <LF) is detennioed by the fwure strength parameters of individual

languages. Morphological features must be weak or strong; strong features

must be checked in the overt syntax, since they are uninterpretable at the

interface level PF, where weak features must wait to be checked until LF (by

ProcrostiruJte (Chomsky (1993;30»).

"Features" are elements of a luical entry which are directly involved

in the human language computationalsyst.em which yields the two interface

levels that the Minimalist model assumes: PF and LF, corresponding to the

phonoloeical output and the interpretable representation, respectively. The

interface levels are derived, via the computation, from a hypothetical

worlup4ce to which the set of initial terms of the derivation have been

entered.' The point in the derivation at which the structure built by the

'Ttrm, here, me" to • lexical item. Following Chomd.:y (199~), I will frequently refer to the
elements of the syntactic computation as ttrm$. In the text, a h,pothttkal work.paet to



syntax (8ee below) is fed to the PF interface (either directly or via

phonolopcallmorphological proce88es which render it a well-formed PF

object) is Spell-Out.

Several economy considerations (includinc Procrutmate, already

mentioned) coll8train movement. Transformations in the overt syntax are

subject to the e:aension condition, which requires all such operations to target

the root phrase marker, en8tU"in1r strict cyclicity in this component of the

computation.t The Mini1l14l Lid Condition (MLC), a further oonstraint, will

be considered in the following aection on clause structure.

1.2.2 Claue.tructure aDd the tenu ofVP

Following Pollock (1989>, Chomsky (1991) assumes that T and Agr are

independent heads, each projecting their own phrases. Further, the

structure Chomsky supposes 'splits' Agr into two heads, one a sister to the

TP, the other projecting a phrase that is the complement of Tl.~ It is

important to note that, for Chom8ky & Lasn.ik. (1993) (and numerous

subsequent researchers), the Agr head. are colleeti.ons of ...features non-

whid. .••• i. equivalent to Chomsky'. (1995) Numeration .
• Tbi.. of cou.ru, i. not entirely true, IiDce h_d·MljunctiOD alway. taqetll an embedded
elemenL While the Qtension requbement a adopted in thi. thetis, then, i. not u precise as
one would like., I make no attempt to fQOlve the iuue here (lee Bobaljik (l99Sa: chapter 6)
and Watan.abe (1995) for fuJther conlideration on !hi. point).
"Ora tbecomplemeDtofN~,ifpresenL



distinct from one another.' The univenal structure of the clause is taken,

then, to be sa in the informal representation in (4);

(4) CP

(S~·
~IP
(S~I'
~

.....1 TP

(S~T'
f"'A-&ill'
(S~.,-2·
~

Agr2 VP

It has been suegested in more recent research (Le., Chomsky

(1994,1995» that Air heads can be dispensed with altogether' if a more

"minimalist" theory of phrase structure is assumed, rather than standard X'·

theory. The theory, as it has come to be known, from Chontsky (1994), is bare

phra.se structure, and I adopt it here.'

• Such an ulUllled confiflUation i. able to capture obMrYations made by Kayne (989) on
the arreem.ent patternilll of (.ome) Romance pa.t participle.. I will not ente!' into a
diSCUJDoo. or thi. \Opic hen. See a110 BIDetti (l!Kt4) for N1evant discus.ion o( qn:ement
orderiJll·
1 Or, at I_t., in molt cueto
oWhile this thea,. does not deny the possibility at~ head., neither doet it take them to be
univenal components o( a clause. Inasmuch as it is .uc:eeuful in (oI'WardiDi its analysis
without l'eC(ll,lne to as.umiD( such bead., it mieht be taken as evidence 0( the viability o(
Chomsky's IUll'flItion.



Structure-building is constrained by two possible operations: Merge

andAttroctlMove.' Attract/Move, in turn, is subject to the MLC, stated here

(5) Minimal Link Cmrditioll.
Kanractsaifftbereis DOJS.Pcloserto K thana, such that K attraets p.

"Closeneas'", as defined here, is 81JSU1Ded in tenD.I ofthe derivational notion of

equidistanee introdueed in Chomsky (1993).

The phrasal structure that I assume for a simple transitive clause

appears in (6):lO.u

(6) CP

~
~..
~
DP,~

• VP
~
V DP,

I will suppose, following Chomsky (1995), that an unaccusative

predicate bas the simple VP structure as in (7):

• As Kitahanl (1995) oblUVe., then i. a certajn ndundancy between the two operations, in
that AttractlMove would appear to eonlilt ofa eopyin.. operation plus Merge. See Bobaljik
(1mb) for one .-sible elimiDatioD. ofthis redundancy that il not conmered in this thesis.
• Verbel aqwnent.l in llUlDy of the reprnentation. throuchout this theli. are arbitrarily
Ibown to be DPI for expository purpo"l; in (6), DP~ the internal arpment, and DP2 the
extemal &rJUD:l8l1t.
U Since thil thelil will aiDtain that 'tubjectl' occupy the (Spec,e] position in the overt
Iyntax oflDaDy lancu the.tzuc:tunJ poIition or. pouible Neeeation)P _ if. indeed, there
il • univenal NeeP polition - i. left. open for the moment. In (6), NeeP miiht immediately



(7) v_np
Following this line of analysiJ, I aSlRIDle that all intemal arguments occupy

the positions of Spec and complement of the verb. (8) showing the relevant

proposed structure: L1

(8) v-
D~V
V~P

Ertending this approach, it follows that external arguments occupy a position

outside of the vp. and Cbomsky (995), following the work OfLarSOD (1988)

on double object construetions and Hale &; Keyser (1991 et seq.). suggests

that they occupy the Spec position of a lieht verb, y, which, in tum, takes the

VP as its complement, as is repcesented in (9):

(9)

dominate TP orV', dependin(OI1 the location oftbe various arruments and the verb{s). The
iuue mould become e1.rer u the dileulliion proceed•.
It I am ,1o.1in1 over eonsiden.tion ofpollible thematic hierarchy rankinp for the mllment,
ref'errinr the reader to discu...ion in, (or uU1ple, Lanon (1988), Grimshaw (199Ol, Baker
(1993), and Takano(199S).



Thus, the proposed aqument structure ofa typical 'transitive' verb resembles

the familiar analysis ofcausative conatructions, as in the relevant structural

representation oftbe English sentence (10):u

(10) a. Sue made Leonardo leave.

b. ... VP

D~'
S~~

-~
u.-do"~

In an 'accusative' laneuaee like English., the nominative Case-feature

of DP2 in (6), following the standard analysis, is assumed to be checked by

some feature of oro. I suppose that the feature that cheeks the accusative

Case-feature of DP I (maintaining the assumption that the representation in

(6) yields an English sentence) is a property oft, rather than ofVO.'" In a

language like English, where the object does not typically undergo A

movement past the verb, such checking is covert, via adjunction oftbe fonnal

features of DP\ to whatever IIlOima1 head (Ho-.) contains~.

Checkin& takes place in a Spec-head relation, or via head-adjunction. I

assume the definition of cheding domain as developed in Chomsky (1993)

II Notice al.o that this idea revives. at leut in part, the approach of the ·,merative
aeaaantidlJtl:" ((or aJ'fWl:lenti apitult dW klea at the ti_. _npedally Fodor (1970); fo"l'
dilcuuioo, lee NeW1tleyu (1980)) that held that pndicataalike e.... Idll are derived from e.il'.
mu. to dWmoM dUo

::~:I~~"=:y~ro::~~v:::':~a~I:i:th ~~~IC~I~=~~~
main verb .hould be .bateve"l' Cue il ehecked by T', the only other Cue-eheclter,~,aevn
bein, lflleeted into IUch • cl&llle. 'I'Im makes certain predictionl con.trary to thOle of. ro"l'
example, Lalr.. (1993b1 for Batque. Thue will be dealt with in Chapter Three. Cases or
pauive and antipallive VPI. too, have I qtunll. thoucb Ins obvious, workin, out. Pulives



and elaborated in Chomsky (1995), where the checking domain of a head H

includes everything contained within the muimal projection of the ra.uimaJ

head in which H is contained (i.e., the projection may be the maximal

projection ofH, though it need. not be). (11) illUlltrates, the ellipse indicating

the cheekine' domain oftbe head HCZ):

(11) X"',,

/'--.
y X

/'--.z y
(z

UU Some_lenaiDoIoIY

'Subject', as we have seen in the preceding discussion, is a convenient

label. I have used it quite frequently where to do otherwise would involve

much lengthier espoaition. Neverthelea, referring to a natural class of

'subjects' while at the same time attempting to restrict the very definition of

what a 'subject' is would lead to a aeeessarily circular argumentation. As

are discussed in 12.1.', and antiplIuivu in Chapter Three.
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such, I will adapt the terminology introduced in Dixon (1972,1979), and now

familiar to the literature on ergativity, to my needs.1i Additionally, where

Dixon does not distinguish the sole agent argument or an unergative

predicate from the sole theme argument or an unaceusative predicate, the

distinction will playa erucial role here.· Conaequently, I retain the term S

argument to refer only to the agent argument ofan unergative predicate, and

introduce the term T-argument to refer to the theme argument of an

unaecusative verb_ The agent argument ofa tnlnaitive verb will be called the

A·argument, while the thetrU!/patUnt argument of a transitive verb will be

called the O-orgumem. I will refer to the derived 'subject' of a passive VP as a

D-argument. The notations used in this paper, and the Case-features

associated. with each such argument in English, are laid out in (12):

(12)

external argument of transitive
inlemal argument of transitive
ex~ argument of unergative
inlemal argument of unaccusative
internal argument of passive VP

Notation used
igthjslbesjs

A-arglUftent
O-arglUMnt
S-arglUMnt
T-argwnent
D-arglUMnt

Case-feature association
in Epglisb

NOM
ACC
NOM
NOM
NOM

Ii Notably, Dixon'l approach takes A, S, and 0, in reference to tranlitive lubjects,
intransitive (unerptive and u.aaccuntive) subjectl, and tTenaitive ob;ieetI, respectively, to be
unive,.al primitives of the hUDI&D Ianruare faculty. In contrast, I make use of the lebels
only al rar as they are convenient notations, more Ipecific than 'lUbject' and 'object', in
ref'errioc to lexical items that must be Inserted Into a derivation in a certajn Itructural
position. In this, I a..ume some form of Baker's (l!J88) Uniformity of 6-All1cnment
Hypothesis, as stated in (i~ to hold:

m trrAR:
Identical thematic relatiollIhips between items an represented by identical
IJtrUet;uraI relationships between those itelDlat the level ofD-Structu.re.

II The dimnction is due to Perlmutter (l978), in the framework of Relational Grammar. and
subsequent adaptation of Perlmutter's proposal into PllP theory by Bunio (1986).

11



1.3.2 ErpIl.Uy

While a somewhat more precise definition of the phenomenon of

ergativity will not be required until the third chapter of this thesis, some

rudimentary details of the ergatilJ#!/accU6tJtive language-type distinction

should be made familiar for the present cUscumon. For introductory

purposes, I conditionally offer the followinc definition: an ergative language

is a language in which the external argument ofan intransitive predicate and

the internal arrument of • transitive predicate pattern themselves in the

same way with respect to Case-marking and verbal agreement, in a manner

distinct from the Case and agreement patteminc of the external argument of

a transitive verb. The sentences in (13) {lnuktitut (Central Arctic» serve to

exemplify an ergative Ianeuage:

(13) a. Anguli.up nuW2q WQHaa.
man ·ERG child(ABS) see·lr.ind.3s/3s
'the man seesJsaw the child'

b. Angut niri-vuq.
man(ABS) eat·intr.ind.]s
'the man eats/ate'

c. • Anguli-up niri-vuq.

This type of language stands in contrast to the more familiar accusatiue

languages, in which enema! arguments of both transitive and intransitive

verbs form. a natural class, differing from the Case and Agreement patterning

of transitive objects, 88 in (14) (German):

(14) a. OerMann seht den Hood
the.man(NOM) see..PRES,3s the.dOg(ACC)
'the man sees the dog'

12



b. DerHund Uk.
tbe.dog(NQM) eat.PRES,3s
'tbedogeau'

• Den Hund Uk.

Such a definition is neither complete nor totally correct. but will suffice for

present purposes. Revisions to the above will be made during the course of

the paper, as required.

First, I briefly eumine some syntactic properties within the clause

that appear to croup 8-, A~, T~, and D~at'I'JDlentstogether in a natural class,

since most analyses of ergativity since Anderson's (1976) paper have

attempted to address the obeervation made there that there does appear to be

a constant notion of 'subject' acroes both accusative and ergative languages.

Accepted standard tests for 'subjeethood' (e.g., ret1ezive binding, Equi-NP

deletion) are frequently invoked (see Keenan (1976), Silverstein (1976), and

Van Valin (1977), among others) to show that, despite the differences in

Case-marking, both transitive and intransitive 'subjects' are prone to the

same processes across both laneuage types.1'I In the following, however, 1

intend to demonstrate that, while this observation may be true of binding

relations and control ofpro,- control of PRO is a sub8t.antially more complex

"The (ollowiJlc is DotintflDdfld u an ohawtive iDvfllltoryol'su~ect'_likepropertiflS. For
disculIIion alonl these lines, tee, (or example, 1DaD1 of the papers in Li (1976), Murasugi
(1992>, and the introductory chapter ofHatley (1995).
-lnthelflMeofSWier(l984)(orSpanilh.

13



matter. Further, the remainder of this chapter begins an analysis that

illU8tratel that whatever common properties can be attributed to 'subjects'

result from a number or (acton, and that~ subject" cannot, in any sense,

be conaid.ered a primitive of tile erammar.

As ia pointed out by Anderson (1976), Keenan (1976), and a host of

other researchers, it appears to pnera1ise across language typologies that A.,

s., T-, and D-arguments c-colDDlaDd the rest of the clause. Some examples of

anaphoric bindin, in Enclisb (15), lnuktitut (16), Spanish (17), and West

Greenlandic (18) are illustrated in the following:

(15) a.
b.,.
d.

Jean said (that Lucien and Prestollj lweeach orhuiI"'j).
Th~i were walking towards each otlu""'j.
Wei arrived at the same time as each othe"'l!"j.
Lucien and Preston; were slandered by each orhe"'lI"j in the Commons.

(16) Angul ingmi·nik lalna.vuq.
man(ABS) himse1f·MOD see ·indfmtr.3s
'the man; seeslsaw himself;'

(Marantz 0984:214»)

(17) Sergio quiere (que Danielbable a Tomas des£,,"s,,",].
'Sergio wants Daniel; to taUc to Tom4sj about bimselfvyt.·

(18) a..

b.

~~uma-!ERG ~~u1ut ~~i :~oo :dtaiUllUUP.~indItr.3s13S
'Tuuma; told Suwulj about self""j'

~~S) :.c.G~l! :nJeUjUP-~dfmtr.3s
'PUta;, smiled to himselfj '

(Bittner (1992:22»)

14



The well-fonnedneu of sentencel (IS) through (I8) can be expressed in terms

of a ~mmand condition, as in (19):

(19) An anaphor must be c-eommanded by its anleCedenL

In the ergative Inuktitut (16) and West Greealandic (8), as in the accusative

English (15) and Spanish (17), the A-areument asymmetrically c-conunands

the O-argument.1I The conclusion here, then, il!l that A., s., T-, and D·

arguments asymmetrically c-command any other areument or verbal adjunct

in the clause at whatever interface level the bindinr conditions must be met.D

1....2 Control

Control of PRO, one of several constructions in which a DP (NP) in a

subordinate clause is morphologically unrealised when co-referenced with a

DP (NF) in the matrix clause, constitutes one ezample of what is frequently

referred to in the literature (e.g., Anderson (1976), Dixon (1979,1994») as

Equi-NP deletion. PRO, as discuased in §l.1.2, is typically licensed for null

Case by a non-finite T head (though see 12.3 for some qualifications). It

follows that we should expect only thOle areuments licensed as Dominative

(by a finite to) to be able to appear 88 PRO in a corresponding non-fInite

• This is eoDsiderfld in JIIueh farther depth in 1kJba1jilr. Um,I993>, C&JllpaDfI (1992),
Murasuci el992), ud Manninr (994), where fI far wid... .,...,. of' data is uammed. The
reader is ref'erred to tbne IOUfCeII tor f'unbllf lIetaibi. While I will UJIIe apjnlt BobaIjik's
,tructuraI COrrespoodflDCfl of' absoJutive Cue with ~tiveCue, I share his assumption,
contra those other reteardlen and followinl ChomUy (1993 et seq.), thatbin~conditions
hold only at LF. This usumption will be considered in silnifleantly more detail ill the
subsequent chapters of this thesis.
lIISee,rn.19.
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clause, and this eenerally turns out to be the case. The sentences in (20)

through (23) illustrate DOn·finite c1auaes in a variety of accusative languages:

(20) a.
b.
c.

Mic~ promised his constituents [PRO; to auack the soft cbcese bill).
~tried[PRqDOttocry).

Alexa; ancmpCCd [PR0l to leave).

(Bresnan & Mchombo (l99S:223»)

(21) Fnndt
a. Jacques; veut [PRC\ partir)

•Jacques wants to leave'
b. On a trouvI! Jacq~ en nin de [PRO; pleurer).

'We found Jacques crying'

(22) Chichewa (Bantu: Malawi and surrounding u«s»
Mw-an4 w-£nu 4-rna-z6nd-f [ku-dyt OD&a].
I-child I-your ISUBJ-pres.-HAB-hale-ind. I5-eat 14gunpowder'
'Your child haleS to eat gunpowder'

(23) Russian
a. Ljuda; priexala. [PRO; pokupat' maslo].

Lyuda came to-buy butter(ACC)
"Ljuda came to buy butter'

b. Sestra prosila eiOi [pROl peredat' pis'mo Ivanu].
sister asked him to-iive letter to-Ivan
'My sisler asked him to give the letter to Ivan'

(sliShtly adapted from Babby (1991:47))

Vanje; nravitsja [PRO; rabotat'].
Vanya-oAT likes Io-work
"Vanyalikes 10 work'

(slightly adapted from Bailyn (1991:87»)

Depending on which structural Case is aaeociated. with oro (Inll) in a

Gnite clause in an ergative language, whatever argument is licensed for that

Case should typically be licensed (or null Case (that is, it should appear as

PRO) in a tenseless clause. For Bobaljik's (1993) analysis (see (n.19), then,

the prediction is that the A-argument, licenaed (or erptive Case in transitive

~ NU%I:Iben in the rloll mark nominal clUI and DOminal cI... qreement.
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finite clauaes, should typically be licensed for null Case by a non-6nit.e TO:~

On the other hand, analyHll which take the abllOlutive Case of ergative

IanauaPs to be the atruetura1 equivalent of nominative Case in accusative

languages (recent pnerauve resean:h espousing such a view includes Johns

(1987,1992), Campana. (1992), Muruuei (1992), Bittner (1994), and Bittner &

Hale (l996b) would predict at lean S- and T-areumenta, both typically

checked Cor ahsolutive Cue in finite dauaes, but not A.arguments, to be

available for null cue in non-finite dauses. But herein lies the problematic

nature of usinI the distribution of PRO as a diqn08tic in establishing Case

relations in an ergative langua&e. The fact is that it is very difficult to

ascertain whether what appear to be non-finite clauses in most, if not all,

ergative languages are, in fact, non-finite according to the narrow definition

so far provided in this thesis, or, rather, subjunctive clauses or (genmdival)

nominal forms.

1.••3 Controlln ...ative~

As it stanch at the point of writin( this paper, 1inruists' non-precise

UDderstandine' of such clauses bas led. reeearchen to argue both ways in the

debate. In the foUowing, I will examine two such recent analyses 

Murasup's (1992) treatment of Lezgian -non-finites- and Bobaljik's

(1992,1993) treatment of Inuit -non-finites- - and conclude that neither

analysis is successful in its intent. The reason for this, I willsuagest, is that

,.. See abo Levin. Ma••m (1984), Ma.aam U985l, Maraab: (1991), Lab (1993bl, and
L6pe:. " Austin (1995), aDlOl1( othen. (or a similar vie......
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the constructions which receive treatment as non-finite in both languages by

these researchers are, in Cact, finite.

Muruugi (1992) offen evidence froPl, among others, Lezgian (Nakho

Dagehestanian: eastem Caucasus; southem Daghestan. northern

Azerbaijan) and Abkhaz (Caucasian: northwestern Caucasus; Georgia,

Turkey) to show that both IItructura1 cues are available in non-finite clauses

in some ereative laneuaees. 'lbat both stroc:tura1 cases are available, she

claims, suggests that such clausell are the ergative counterpart to the

inflected non-finite clausell found in. say, European Portuguese <Murasugi

(1992:111-112)).11 Murasugi provides the Lezeian sentences IIhown here in

(24) as evidence:

(24) a. didedi·z [bah SlOld·a xa-naJ k'an·zawa.
mother-OAT book(ABS) table-lNESS be-nf want-impcrf
'mother wants the book to be on the table'

b. [am taxsirly UlsiNhl askan ja.
sbe(ABS) guilty be,Ncg-nf clear be
'it is clear dlat she is not guilty'

didedi·z [Jagadi Ictab qacu-nal k'an-zawa.
mather-OAT boy(EJtG) book(ABS) OOy-nf want-imperf
'mother wants the boy 10 buy the boot'

(adapted slightly from Murasugi (1992:113);
attriOOred to Martin Haspelmath)

In (24a and b). where the verb in the embedded clause ill intranllitive

(whether unaccuaative or unergative is irrelevant for the present disCU88ion,

but for simplicity of argwnental reference, I will assume it to be unaccusative

:IS See RapolO (1987), Muruu,i (1992; elp. 89·95>, and f2.3.3 ofthi, the-i, ror further details
OD the f'elevant European Porturue.. cooltnu:tioo. In Chapter Two, I wue,t lubjunctive
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in both cases), absolutive Cue is available for the T-argument. In (241:),

where the verb in the embedded clause is transitive, both structural Cases

are available: ergative for the A·argument, and absolutive for the 0

arvument.

There are several reasons to doubt that the Lezgian es:amples given in

(24) lend support to Murasugi's claim that absolutive and nominative Cases

are structurally equivalent. Fint, Murasugi herself equates the Lezgian

construction with the European Portuguese inflected non-finite clause in

order to account for the availability of abeolutive Case for the T-argument in

(248 and b) and for the O·argument in (24c). If this type of analysis proves

tenable, then the assumption that the verbs in the embedded clauses in the

Lezgian sentences in (24) are strictly non-finite, in the sense discussed here

and as Murasugi claims, becomes all the weaker. The onus of a theory like

Murasugi's becomes the provision ofstrong evidence that these verbs are non

finite. In fact. there is fairly strong evidence to the contrary, which I will now

briefly discuss.

Bobaljik (1993) ,uuests that the elements in question in (24) are of

the MQildar clus, or verbal nouns. Again, though, the evidence suggests this

not to be the ease, at least for the sentences in (24a and c). Let us first look

at the relevant element in (24b), fot which I conclude that Bobaljik's analysis

features are prutntin this typeoftlallie.
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is correct, retu.rnin& to the other two sentences. Murasugi glosses the

embedded clause's verb in (24b) .. (25);

(25) tusiNIi
be,Neg-nf

Morpholoeically, (25) can be broken down further, on the basis of analysis

found in Hupelmath (1993>, as (26), for the moment leaving the final affix

ungIoued,

(26) ~ot- ~t- ~

(derivin& the aurface form tusirdi phonologically). In (26), tus, the negative

form of ia/m 'be' (Haspelmath (1993:508», is followed by the suffu: -ir,

which, according to Haapelmath (1993: 128,558), derives past forms from

negative non-past forms.*' The ezact nature of the final suffix, ·di, is subject

to some speculation, since the morpheme performs several functions in the

1aniUage. Nevertheleu, the fact that the Maadar may be inflected for

(typically oblique) Case, combined with the form's common usalre to express

situations (which seems to 6t well with the expressed meaning in (24b»,~

leads me to posit that the 6naI suffiz in (26) is the oblique stem -cli.

The embedded clauses in (24a and c) seem even less compatible with

non-finite interpretations than does the one in (24b). The Leqian examples

in (2.), it should be noted, all show instances of switch-reference with the

* Non-neptive non-past fOmlS Ilft derived to past fonD via the suffix ..;.



matrix 'lIUbject'. When there is a controlled element in the embedded clause

- that is, when the 'subject' oC the complement clause is co-reterenced with

some element oC the matrix clause - the verb in the embedded clause must

appear in the infinitive Corm.· This is illustrated in (27) ((rom Haspelmath

(1993, 297)),

(27) a. Nabisata·z [Ittab k'el-iz] k'an·zawa.
Nabisal·DAT book(ABS) rcad·inf wmt·impetf
'Nabisat wants 10 read a book'

b. Nabisata·z [q~.z] !t'm-zawa.
Nabisat·DAT lau&h·inf want-imperf
'Nabisat wants 10 laugh'

10 (27a), the A-argument oC the embedded clause's transitive verb is

omitted, as is the S-argument oC the embedded unereative verb in (27b).

That both such arruments are licensed as PRO in the two sentences might be

worthy of consideration, were it not for a couple of facts of Lezgian which

must be noted. First, although Lezgian cannot be considered a freely pro

dropping languace (Lezgian verbs do not sbow agreement with tbeir

arguments), the languace bas a stroni tendency to omit pronominal

arguments when they are recoverable from the context (see Haspelmath

(1993:401·408». Second, the infinitive in Lezgian is derived from the

imperfective stem by the addition of the sums: -z/·iz. While the infinitive,

unlike the Masdar. may not be inOected like a noun, neither, as Bobaljik

(1993:63) observes, is there a single "'non-tinite'" form in Lezgian. Rather.

forms (includine the participles, the converbs (used in subordinate clauses)•

• Further ditcuSsion may be (ound in HupehDath (1993:128,lS3ff>.
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the Masdar, and the infinitive) ranp 8C1'088 the tenselaspeet categories in the

language. One uae of the infinitive, according to Haspelmath's grammar

(1993:156,157), is in place of the imperfective in subordinate clauses (the

imperftttilJe converb), and I aaume this to be the role that the form is

playinc in (27). In this, I conclude that the omitted A-argument in (27a) and

the omitted &areument in (27b) are proa, rather than PROs, and that the

verb fonn in question. typically referred to as the infinitive, is not tenseless at

all.

This is contrary to the view taken in Manning (1994), who uses the

Lugicn infinitive 08 tenulus assumption to argue qainst a P&P approach

to the facta of Lezgian. However, Manning's assumption seems highly

suspicious, given that he also adopts the view held here, following

Haspelmath, that the form of the verb in the embedded clauses in the switch

reference ezample in (248 and c) is the Borist conlJerb. Both the aorist

converb and the imperfeetive oonverb (infinitive) are formed by the affixation

of an invariant suffiz: -na, attached to the aorist stem, and ·z/-iz, attached to

the imperfective stem, respectively. Both also appear only in complement

clauses to certain verbs. Given the diacuuion above, together with the

n:tensive treatment of the constructions found in Haspelmath (1993), I can

think of no strong reason to b'eat one form (the aorist converb) as tensed, and

the other fonn (the imperfedive converb) as tenseless, as Manning (1994)

suggests.

• Herl, I eondder onl)' ClUes of 'subject' control.
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1 therefore foUow Bobaljik (I993) in eoncluding that the status of the

verb in the embedded claueel in (24) is not "'tenselell", as Muruugi (I993)

luggestI. Further, on the buia of the utended dillCWl8ion above, I su&'Cest

that there it no Itrictly Don·fini.te verb form in Lezgian. This is an

interesting conclusion at any rate, and one that will come up apin later on.

Bobaljik's (I993) analysis proceeds to consider the Inuktitut and West

GreenJandic mood marker ·aJlu, and oonc:ludes that it is a non-finite form.Z7

If this idea turns out to be sustainable, the obvious prediction for Bobaljik is

that ergative Case shouJd be unavailable in Inuit clauses containinr the ·llu

construction. However, l will argue that this is the wrong conclusion, just as

was Musasugi's (1992) as to the status of the Lezgian verb forma in (24).

First, it is worth eonsiderin&' the distribution of ·llu in lnuit - at least

the two environments that BobaJjik discusses; ·llu can appear in clausal

complements of the verb promiM (28) and in certain gerundive clauses

(29);--

(Bittner(L994:7»

31 For convenience, I will refer to both Inuktitut and Welt Greenlandic: a. Inuit (or the
current diKU..ion.
.. -(lJlu b•• been referred to .. (at leaat) the ~mporotiw <BerplllDd (195:1), ForteflCUe
(1984», the~n4W<Bok-Benn... (1991)), and the ill/i'litWe CBobaljik <l992,1993}).
21 It i. important to note that tran.itive verbl in Inuit typically, alide from the construction
bein, pnsently disCllJsed, show.,reement with both their intemal (absolutivel and external
(e",.tive) .rrument.
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b. [aggi·ssa-Uu-1itJ niriursui+utit
come·fut-LLU-2s promise-ind-2s

'you (S~~~~:n).:x.MuruuJi (1992); attributed to Maria Bittner)

miiqqat [Iuuna ikiu-ssa-Uu-gu]
childmt(ABs) Iuuna(ABS) belp-fut-LLU-3s
·the children promised to belp Iuuna'

niriursui-PP-Ul
promise-ind-3p

(Bittner (1994:6»

d. [miiqqat lDu-ssa-llu-Jit] niriUfSlli...v-utit

.=::~r:::3~bildren~-ind-2s

(29) West Grunlondic
a. [nivialsiaq sikkar-Iu-ni] kiina-nngu-a nui-ratannguar-p-uq

·t:IS~g~~~~i~=t~I~-aLiast-ind.3S

b. [qaammduaq ~a1uaaartuannguar-lu·ni] niri-lir-p-ut
moon.man(ABS) tell..$lories.continue.I.J...U-4s eahstart.ind-3p
·the moon man continuing to tell stories, they started to eat'

anguti-rujug-Suaq [aavir-Suaq uniar-Ju-gu] tilci-lir-s-uq
man-very-big<ABS) walrus-big(ABS) traiJ-LLU-3s come-begin-pn-3s
•... the man who began to come lrailing the big walrus..:

(Bobaljik (1993:14); attribuled to Bergsiand (1955»

The sentences in (28a and b) and (29a and b) contain intransitives in

embedded control and prundive COnstructiOIlB. respectively. As expected for

Bobaljik, the pro S-argument in (28a) and the T-argument in (28b) - and

likewise for (29a) and (29b), respectively - trlfter (abaolutive) agreement on

the verb. That the transitive verba in the embedded clauses in (2& and d)

and (29c) lack agreement with the non-overt A-arwument also follows for

BobaIjik, since his analyDS auuests that A-arguments in ergative languages.

as in accusative languages, are cheeked for Cue by a feature property ofor<'.

If the respective T heads in the clauses in question in the Inuit sentences in

(28) and (29) are [-finitel, as Bobaljik argues, then his analysis ofergative as
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(Bittner (1994: 177))

nom.in4tive/obMXutive u occUlative ia quite stronc- A-arcwnents in Inuit

Don-finite clauel, aeeordinclY, should only be licensed as PROs. Again,

however, there are teveta1 f'adan which nile doubt u to the non-finite

statuI of the verb endin& ·Illl. Foremo8t amonc these i. the fact that

Dumerot18 crammatieal aamplel can be found in whieh the A-argument can

appear OYertly, liceDMd for erptive C.... in the so-called '-llu clautell'.

Consider the aentences in (30):

(30) Wt'St Grf!tnlandic
a. (Juuna-p taku-llu-Jitl Qungujup-p-uq

1. -ERG woman-pl(ADS) .see-LLU-3p smile-ind-inu-.3s
"Juu~ seeing the woman,~ smiled'

b. [Piita-p miiqqa-t taku-llu-Jit]
P. -ERG child-pCABS) sec-u.u-Jp
"Pi.ita; seeing the children.~ smiled"

QWlgujup-p-uq
smile-ind-inu-,]s

(Bianer(l994:113})

(Manning (1994:111»

(ama-p atisassat imIr·lu-&ill irinarsur·p-UQ
woman·ERG c1olbe5(ABS) wub-LLU.3p slng ·ind-inu-.3s
'the woman., waslUng!be clothes. she; sang'

d. [Kunu-up ilap-Iu-lit) aulJar-P-UQ
K. -ERG be.cocemcr-lLU-Jp ao.out-ind-ls
"K.muk being toJetber widllbem, (he) lloUt out'

<JkrBsland (19S5:S8); Bloss slighdy adapted rrom Campana (1992:79»

Observation of the sentence. in (30) sbows that, wbile ergative Case is

available for A-&rJUIDentll in -lill clauaea - providin&' evidence that the A

arguments in the ·11" claUHs in (28c and d) and (29c) are pros, rather than

PROs -. these araumentl do not trigpr verbal apoeement, a. is .tandard in

other Inuit transitive constructions. Compare. for eumple. the sentences in
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(31), where verbal agreement with both the ereative (external) and absolutive

(internal) argument obt:aina:

(31) a. l~t(CcnualAn:tic)

Jaani-up tuktu taku-v..
1. -ERG caribou(ABS) see-ind,3s13s
'Jaaniseesthecaribou'

b. Irwlaitul (Qaiminniut dialect: Baker Lake area)
Iaku-van nanuq bpi-jail
see-i.nd,lsI3s polar.bear(ABS) stab-pn.,2s13s
'I K1tIsaw the polar bear (that) you stabbed'

West Grtellltutdic
luuna-p miqqat paasi-vai
J. -ERG child:ren(ABS) undcrswKl-ind.3s13p
'luuna understands children'

(Johnson (1980:17»

(Johns (1987:109))

(Binner (1994: 133»

What this illustrates is just that -llu appears to absorb (check.) agreement <4l-)

features; not that the verb ending is, in any sense, non-finite. As both

Campana (1992) and Murasugi (1992) observe, ergative agreement in ·llu

clauses is not necessary, since the A-, 8-, and T-argumentin these clauses is

obliged to be co-referenced with the 'subject' of the matrix clause.:Il

Second, Fortescue 0984:297) mentions that first and second person

plural ergative agreement is occasionally available with third person

... The Mntence in (29b) micbt be teen a. providinf COw:lterevidence to thi. claim. Howeve..,
Forte.cue (l984) 'ucce.ts that ·il" can be u.ed not only when a lowe.. '.ubject.' il co
-..ef'erential with a hiPer OIIl.e. but also when it -overlapl in refueDce" with it, and Campana
(1992) suaests that mOM mcJIl" the S-araument oltbe -U" claulle in <29b). must be included
within the reference of tMy, the S"flWDeDt of the .uperordiDat.e verb. I thank Ma..k
ClIJI)pana for fwtber ditClQlioD and clarifieatioP 011 this point. Tb.at said, I IQD not providing
uythinC of an ezplanation of theM facti here. AI Jonathan Bobaljik (penonal
c:ommunieation) points 0Ilt, abloJutive S-arpments ill th... clausel (see, fo.. ezample, the
.ent.ences in (28a and b) and (29& and bl) are also obliced to be co.referent with a birbe..
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ab80lutive acreement in transitive -Ilu clauaes. Bobaljik cites a personal

communication from Michael Fortescue, suggesting that these cases "are late.

analoKical Corms and are not generally accepted in the atandard literary

literature- (Bobaljik (1993:65Jh_17». Nevertheless, double agreement in

such clauses baa been cited a8 perfectly erammatica1 at least as early as

Bergsland's (1955) report:inc of bill West Greenlandic fieldwork. Schultz-

Lorentzen (1945:102), too, cites certain double agreement cases to be

perfectly acceptable. Provided in (32) is the agreement paradigm Bergsland

offers for the -llu ending in West Greenlandic (slightly adapted from

Bergsland (1955:57»):

(32) L Intnmitives: - llJlII oliIlII
lABS -Uu.... -Uu.... -l1uta
2ABS -Uudt -Uudk -l1usi
4ABS -Uuni -llutik

b. TranllUives:
Jot.Illt JlltoIlS JoAIlS
·UUI'l .1Iup. -l1ugit

lpERG -Uudpt ·Uutilik
2pERG .Uusiyuk .Uusiglk JI

The fact that the verb can show agreement with the el'l'ative (A.)

argument only when it occura in a non-third penonInonosingular form is, by

all accounts, unexplained_ While I attempt DO explanation of this

'subject', yet they obliptorily Ihow verbal qreement. Ikibaljilr. (19931 hili an account O(thi5
fact, which I - and Campana (1992) and Muruqi (1992) - lIdr..
:II Jonat.han Bobaljik (personal c:oa1JIIunfeation) makes tba observation that the ·ti·/·Ii·
morpheme in the tnnlitivel lookl tlUPieiowly like the utipulive. It il an intripio(
luereldon, aod. ifcorrect, ita paeraI bapUeation would be that the.. formtl do not represent
counterevidence to Bobaijik'i (1993) anatym {thoueb acrut nWllber of C\U"iolities about the
(Otml ltill arile, IUch a. wby the forml are only available with 31'd penon 'objects').
Nevertheless. thil seeml to me a promiliq avenue of explonttory _e:reb. thoUCh one thet
will not be travelled here.



distribution, I will assume that the possibility of double agreement, taken

together with the other facets of the conatruction discussed, is further

suggestive that the lnuit·Uu clauses are not non-finite.

Third, in some, if not most, of the Inuktitut languages, including at

least Labrador Inuttut, the Arctic Qlabec dialects, and the dialects of the

eastern Northwest Territories (including Baffin Island), -llu (albeit still

always dependent upon the tense of the superordinate verb) bas two forms::R

one form (-lu) denoting non-future action., and the other (.f8u) denoting future

action.:II Compare the forms of ·Uu in (33a) and (348), where the action takes

place in the present/past, versus (33b) and (34b), where the denoted action

takes place in the future (all taken from Dorais (1988:65-66); glosses added):

(33) In"Jaitut (Arctic Qutbec)
a [niri-tsu-niJ pisut+uq

eat- LLv.llOfIIut-4s walk·pn·3s
'(while) eating, (s)be walkslwalked'

b. [niri-Iu-ni] pisu·tanga·j·uq
eat- LLV.rut-4s walk-near.fut·prt-3s
'(while) eating, (s)oo will walk'

(34) lnllktitul (Arctic Qutbec)
a [taIru-tsu-guJ tusa-Jaur-t-ara

see· LLV.nonIut-3s hear·rp-pn-ls13s
'(while) seeing herlhimlit. I heard berIhimIit'

b. [taku-lu-guJ tusa·Jaar-t·an.
see· LLv.rut-3s bear·distant.fut·pn-lsl3s
'(while) seeing her!tlimlit. I will hear herlhimJit'

:Ill thank AJanaJoIuu (personal oommWlication) (or brinpnr this to my attention.
S FOnDa riven aft those «the Arctie Qu'bee lnuktitut dialects.
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Similarly, two forms are available in. for example, the Ielulik dialect

(InuJrtitut: en.reme northeast comer of mainland Northwest Territories), as

shown by the contrast between the non·future -Uu claWle8 in (35a and b) and

the futuno (35<),

(35) L [ani-Do-ml qunpt-t-uq
Icave-u,lI.-ftrt-4s smile-prt-3s
'leavitla. (s)he smiles'

b. [ani-Ilu-nil qunla-Iauq-t-uq
Icave-lLlI.nonr.t-4s smile-pst-pn.-3s
'leaving, (s)be smiled'

[ani-la-ni] qunp-laaq-t-uq
leave-UlI.fut-4s smile-Cut-plt-3s
'leaving. (s)he will smile'

(Mallon (1993:31-32); glosses added)

In the preceding section, I have examined certain Cacets of Inuit -llu

constructions across a number of Inuit languages. The evidence, I have

shown, is rather compelling against an analysis of -au as a non-finite fonn, as

argued for in Bobaljik (1992,1993). Further, the discussion which

immediately preceded the consideration of Inuit ·ilu clauses reached much

the same conclusion for a certain type ofclause in Lezgian: namely, that the

Lezgian '-na clauses' and '.d,i. clauses' which receive a non-finite treatment in

Murasugi (1992) are, in fact, finite clauses.

This, ofcourse, brings us back to the underlying inquiry of this section:

Can the non-finite be utilised as 8 diagnostic in determining the structural

Case-checking relations in ergative languages? If nothing else, the preceding
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di8CU8sion bas illustrated the difficulty in finding a strictly non·fi.nite clause

in such a 11lIlIIl&ee. Nevertheless, I will now turn to a construction found in

the erptive Mayan (Penutian; present-day Guatemala, lIOuthem Mexico,

and small areas of Belize and Honduras) lancuages which does appear to be

non-finite. The unavailability of overt ~ or T-argument8 in this construction

su&,pstl a positive answer to the question posed above, and the evidence

from the Mayan lanruaps shows that the absolutive Case of ergative

1angu&&eS is associated with the eas.checting feature properties of the head

T. To review, if absolutive Case is checked by some feature property of-ro,

the prediction is that absolutive Case 8bould be unavailable in non-finite

clauses, 88 i8 schematically illustrated in (36):

(36) a. Tensed clauses:
.•• T"'"'
/'--.

DP...... T

0.
b. Tenseless clmues:

... T"'"

..fut
0.

... T"'"

-rC'.
/'--.

FRD" T

...~
-tC'...

/'--.
FF(PRO) T

F.liaiotm checks FAI${DP) in
its checking domain

In the following, for reasons of space, [ will restrict my attention to

facts observed in the Mayan langu.qe Jacaltee, spoken in the Huehuetenango

Department of northwestern Guatemala
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In Jaealtec, both 'subject' and 'object' control structures are possible in

those claUBes which I will determine to be non-finite. As expected, motion

and location verbs dominate 'subject' control structures, wbile causative

matrix verba take 'object' control complement clauses. Intransitive examples

of the former type ofdauae are provided in (37), and of the latter type in (38):

(37) a. llc-ach (sajch-oD
asp-2sABS go play-in[
'you(s) went to play'

b. ch-in DC [way-oJl
asp-lsABS enter sleep-inf
'I am eilicring sleep' "I am falling asleep'

(Craig (1977:311.244»

(38) a. ch-ach Itin-cuyu:e [sajch-oD
asp-2sABS 1sERG-leaCh play-in!
'I am teaching you(s) how 10 play'

b. ch-on s-chej ya' [way-oJl
asp-lpABS 3sERG-order cll3s(older person) sleep-inC
'(s)he orden us to sleep'

(Craig (1977:317»

In the (37) and (38) sentences, the verb shows DO aereement and takes the

sufti.s: -oj, which I assume to be the infinitive ending.--- If the complement

30 As in Inuktitllt and West Greeo.landic, Mayan (tranaitivel verbl canonically Ihow
qreement with both their external (erptivel and mtemal (abaolutivel 8fIUII1ent.
... A further CODst.l'UCtion II available in Jacaltec to expresl fOUIbIy the same meanm, al il
ezprused iII (asb). Campa.,. the __pie iJ:l (I):

(il a.-oD s-ebcj ya'
asp-lpABS 3sERG-<lIder d/'3$(oIdcr pmoal
'(s)beOl'den115 IOskep'

QI--yi
1pER.G-sIeep

(Cnig(1977:317))

Followin, Murasqi (1992:107-108l, r will analyse the indicated constructioD in (i) as a
nominal rerund, rather than as a If:DteDtiai complement.. My reason (or this analysis comes
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clauses in (37) • (38) are non-finite, as I am arguing, then the total absence of

principally from th di.tribudOIl facti vi the COO,tnlctiOIl. A faa _hich bu not, to my
lmo_1edp, receivad au.Dtion fA the Iitanture, " that tba cooltruetion i. avallahle as an
alternative to the DOD-ftDjta dauae onI1 wben the matrix verb is traMitiye. able"e the
uncnmmaticality of (iil versus the acceptability of (37a), where the matrk verb is
fAtnn~tive(u.oacc:uutive):

(ii) -xc-1ICb 10 Ila-yjdli
asp-2sABS SO 25ERG-play

(Cnig(1977:llI))

Thi. il contrasted with the availability vi both optioU when the matrD; verb il tnnsitive, as
in (ili):

(Iii) lIc-adl w.p sajc:b-oj

asp-2sABS hERG-fort:e piIy-in!
'I ron:edyou(s)1DpIIy'

b. lC-actJ. w.p bHIjdIi
asp-2sABS 16G-fort:e 2sERQ.p!ly
'lrDn'edyou(s)1Dplly'

{sIigbdytevisedIiomCraig (i977:lI2)1

Since an casel of 'object' control struetun. involve a transitive matrix verb, the type of
complement illustrated ill. (iii.b) i. alway. available ill. these t)'peIi of senteDces. More telling
are the ',utiject' coatrol comp!ealenu vltransitiye mab'b: yedJI. where the non-finite clausal
complement i, unavailable u an option. CO!Isidlf' the IIl!!I1tences in (iv), where the matrix
tran.itive ClDDot take a Don-finite et.use u its complemcat (u ,1oI,ed by Craig):

(iv) -w-oblaj dleml-oj
IsERG-1aloW weave-iDf

b. w-oblaj hiD-ebelIIIi
bERO-know bERG-weave
'I bow bow to weave'

CCraigCI977:312»

Note, first, that the pon...ive markers are morpholqically identical to the ereativl!!
qreement markers ill. penon and number in J,ca1tec:. The aentanc:e iD (iv.a) i' ruled out, I
will ..Iume, by an unchecked Cahsohltivel Cue-feature in the matrix et.uH whim ean be
chGed hy the pouenive coaltrQCtion 1Iht<MmJi 'my _.vine' in (iv.b). 11Ie impollibility of
(il) il Itrairhtforwudly ISllJained if the vef'bal complement, A4-IQjcAi, i. malyHd as a
po....sad pnmd~,) pt.yine'), by the unavailability ola Cue.diec:kiDc meehan.i,m (the
only verb ill. the con,truetiOli beinc the unaeeuu.tive to 'eo'). Given thi" 1 more carefully
rloll the MDtence' iII., for uample, (i) and (iv.b) u in (v.a) and (v.b), reepectively:

(v) cb-oD Ktlej ya' a1-wayi
asp-lpABS lsERQ.orC d/Js(oIdcr pmoo) IpGEN·skqling
'(sjbeOl'dmusaursIccpiDg'/'{s)bcordmU5COskep'

b. 0-w-oIllaj m<bemli
3sABS-hERG-know II(lEN-wcavill,
'llmow my _viIl,' I 'I kIlow IIow CO weave·
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(Day (L973:87); gloss added)

verbal agreement with the 8-arcument in the intransitive (unergative)

complement clauses is ezpected it the 8-arrwnent is checked for Case by a

Ceatureof-rt-absolutiveCue by a (+6nite} -rt and null Cue by a (-finite] 'rl.

The non..avert 8-arewnenu of the embedded clauae8 in (37) - (38) are. under

this account. licensed as PROs.

While this works out fairly clearly in the intransitive complement

clauses (tboUCh see {n.35>, the issue becomes IODlewhat more complex in the

case of transitive non-finites. Given the analysis sketched out above. we

expect erptive, but not absolutive. Cue to be available in these clauses.

Aceording to Craig (1977), however, the internal (0-) argument is always

morphologically realised in such clawes. Consider the sentences in (39).

which appear to ron counter to the predictions of the above analysis:

(39) Jaca[tec
a. ch-in [iJ-o' kin)

asp-2sABS go see-!! fiCSt&
'I am going to see (the) fiesta'

b. (lok-o' ixiJn] x-0-w-u txoUbal
bUy-!! com asp-3SABS-lsERo-do market

'Buying com(~~~(~;;;7~!>;=~c:>~ on Campana (1992:71))

x-0-'oc naj [iJ-o' sajach}
asp-3sABS·beJin c1l3ms see-!!game
'He began to sceIto wateb (the) pne'

The verbal ending which [ have gloaeed as " in the above sentences is

glossed as future by Muraaugi (1992). based on treatment round in Craig

(1977). Murasugi's conclusion, after eumining such clauses in several
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Mayan languages (Jaca1tec, Ma.m. and Tzutujil), is that transitive non-finite

complement clauses are disallowed in Mayan. While I will conclude, with

Murasuei, that atructural ergative Case is checked. by a feature property of~

(her Tr<ansitivityf), I will argue that the -Q'1Jufti:J: found in the lower clauses

in (39) is a non·finite endinr. That is, I will atIU8 that transitive non·finite

clauses in Jacaltec are possible. though they are subject to some rather

telling restrictions that lend support to our common conclusion.

Craig (1977) observes two crucial aspects to the complement clauses in

(39). Firat, the internal argument must be immediately foUowed by the verb

stem + ending. Second, the verbal complement must be a bare. unmodilied

noun with no noun classifier. I take this as evidence that the internal

argument in these clauses checks the Cue-feature oC t befOte the external

argument is inserted into the derivation. I will assume that the ergative

Case-feature oC of is strong in Jacaltec - an assumption which I will

strengthen in Chapter Three. If this is 10, then any es:temal ar(UInent

merged with t in Jaealtec should be checked for Case by t unless that

head's Case-CeatUl'i! is checked beCote insertion of the external argument

takes place.A The proposal is not altogether obvious, and requires some

discussion.

Consider first the impouible alternative, where the internal arrument

is inserted with an ergative Case-feature, but is not a bare noun. The feature

.. Chomsky (1995) araues qainlt the potlibilitY or C....chedtin' takina' place between ~
and an extemal lU'(WDeDtinserted in [SPllC.!!. I arrue that such checkine can take plaea, jf
the Cue-feature or~ is stron&'. and I disaus the iuue in more depth in Chapter Three.
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is attracted by the strong (ergative) Case-feature or t when that head is

projected. and the interna.l argument raises overtly to [Spec>!l. [Spec,!l is, I

suppose, inherently a &-pollitioo of the predicate, 80 this derivation can be

roIed out 88 a violation oCthe verb's e·structure. The other possibility, which

derives the grammatical sentences in (39), involves a bare noun being

inserted .. the verb'. internal aqument, bearin« an ergative Cue-Ceature.

The ,trone ergative Case-feature of t attracts the argument when! is

projected, and the argument, being a bare noun, incorporates into t, its

Case-feature being checked. The head V then raises to r-, and the externaJ.

argument is generated in [Spec,;il. As in unergative structures, this results

in the unavailability of ergative Case for the external argument, so the

external arguments or the lower c1auees in (39) can be inserted with the null

Case·feature which can be checked by [-finite] 'rI. Subsequent overt bead·to

head movement of the verb at least as high 8S TO, reflecting the canonical

VSO won! order of the language, and the covert raising of the formal features

of the extemal argument to acijoin to -ro-- to check Case, creates the complex

'r'-' represented in (40):
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The correct word order is thus derived, and the relevant reature of the

ezternaI argument - PRO - is in a legitimate poaition to be controlled from

the matrix clause.

More difficult to account tor are the tnlD8itive non·finite clauses which

apparently show verbal qreement with both their external (ergative) and

internal (absolutive) argument, .. the sentencell in (41) illustrate:3'1

(41) a. x·0-(y)-iptze naj Lx [hin s-col-o'J
asp-3sAIlS-3sERG--fon:e cV3ms cll3fs IsABS 3sE.RG-help-inf
'be fon:ed her to help me'

b. ch-in [bach hin-col-o')
asp-lsAllS go 2sABS IsERG-belp-inf
'{ am going to help you(s)'

(Craig (1977:321.320.242»

ch·in s-chej naj [hin-col-o'
asp-lsERG 3sABS -order cV3ms lsERG-help-inC
'he orders me to help her'

"I
cV3fs

Interesting to note, however, is the distribution of arguments in simple

(finite) c1auaes having, as their main verb, colllelp'. As Day (1973:42) points

out, molt transitives in Jacaltec can take the ending 'WO, which signals that

the complement object bas been incorporated into the verb. Verbs bearing

this suffix are understood .. being transitive, but cannot Mlect an internal

• A. tar .. I am.hle to determine, the Htotpndkat.u which appear ill non·finjte controlled
clau... with double 8(I'ft.lDeat ill olacaltee is utnmely ratricted, perbaPl consiltinr solely
of the verb col 'help'. Thus a verb like tzelb 'crab' can. never take the -0' non-finite odine.
When '1OlCb verba do appear in control structures, they are upreued via a nwnber of
mechanisms, moat notably throu,h the (nominal) renmd conatruction diaculled in {1I.35.
Obaerve the MDteDCa in (0, takeD from Craie (l977:321}; elMs modified):
(i) cb-ou Kbej ya' Ila1l eu.uaba an

asp-lpABS 3sERG«dcr cll3s(oldcrpmoo) 2iABS IpGEN·g:rabOing lp
'(s)be!llden USOlJl'IPbbiDIYOU(S)' I '(s)tlt on:\l:rs las lOp you(s)'
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argument. Consider the sentencea in (42) - (43), where the transitive verb il

'see' ia able to take an overt or pro complement iB (42), but is disallowed from

doing 80 in (43):

(42) a. x-0-w-il naj
asp-3sABS-IsD.G-see cll3ms
'I saw him'

(Day (1973:64»

b. ch·acb w·iIa
asp-2sABS IsEllG-see
'I see you(s)'

(Craig (l977:121)

(43) a. ch-ach ii-wi
asp-2sASS !i«-WA
'you(s) see something'

b. • ch-ach ii-Wi tnma I • ch·ach iJ-wa naj
asp-2sASS see·WA people I asp-2sASS see-WA naj

c. • ch-ach w-j1-wa
asp-2$ASS IsERG-see-WA

{simplified from Day (I977:42»

The ungrammaticality of (43b) shows that -we verbs cannot take a direct

complement, and (43c) illustrates that structural ergative Case is unavailable

with -100.

In {42a}, the (ereative) Cas~feature of the external ariU.D1ent in

(Spect!l is checked by t. The only Itruetural Case left, ablolutive 

associated with 'r' -, can be checked covertly via raising of the formal

features of the internal argument to adjoin to -ro-u at LF. But, as the

&entences in (43) demonstrate, ergative Case is unavailable for the external

argument when the verb takes the sufIi.z -WQ.



I will propoae that -wo. bas, amODpt its propertiea. an erptive Case

feature, and that it illexi.eally attac:hed to the verb u ita intema1 arvument.

The imposIibi.lity of erptiYe Cue-cbeeki.nc Cor the eztemal aqument in the

IetlteDce in (4Sa) it thw accounted Cor, since yo - canyine'.wo. - enters into

a lecitimate cheekine' relation with t prior to the external arcument'll

insertion into the clause. The lIUffiI ·we, it foUows, essentially antipassivisell

the verb. The enemal arJWDC!nt. it follows, must be inserted bearinr an

ahsolutive Case-feature which can. be checked by [.finite] -roo Partial

representations of the derivations which I propose for the sentences in (42.)

and (43&), then, are provided in (<Wa) and (44b), rupeetively;

Consider now the Hntence in (45), where, at first approximation, the

dietrihutioD ofCaee appears identical to what we saw in the (42) sentences

(that is, er'Iative Case for the aternaJ. aqument, and ablOlutive Cue for the

internal a.rgu..roent):
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(45) ch-oU s-col naj
asp-lpAaS 3SERG-heJp cV3ms
'he helps me'

(Craig (1977:108»

I will return to an analysis oC the sentence above, firlt t~ to an

eIamination oC those CIUIe8 where col 'help' takes the ·wa ending. The Cacts

pre8ented by these clauses, I will argue, illustrate that the sentence in (45)

cannot be analysed along the lines propoaed Cor the transitive clauses in (42)

above. As in the sentences in (43), the sentences in (46) below show that

structural ergative Case is unavailable Cor any oC the syntactic arguments

when col takes the lexically compounded -WCJ ending:

(46) a. ch-ach col·wa
asp-hAaS help-WA
'you(s) help him'

y-iU nay
3s0BL-to cll3ms

b. x-0-col-wa ix w-iU
asp-3SA8S-help-WA cV3Cs IsOBL-to
"she helped me'

(Craig (1977:116,102))

Important to note, however, is the Cact that the internal argument must still

be expressed, though by means oC a prepositional phrase.- The Cacts oC (46)

are at least partially a«ouoted Cor under the previous analysis, since the

.. It mould be notAtd that -wa verW IUch at the one in (438) ere able to take an optional
adjunct phrase," mown in (i) (bued on information ill Day (1973) and Craie (1977)):

(j) cb·aeh iI-.e (y-ul te' oM>
up-21ABS aee-WA 3.oSL-in the house
'you(ll see IOalet.hitII" (ia the bouIeY

What il important to notAl il that these verbs, wbile lexically tnndtive, can never take an 0
aqument complement..
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unavailability of ergative Cue for the external argument follows as it did

above.

The obligatory nature of the prepositional complement might suggest

that col takes two internal aquments, thoueh such an analym would run

into difficulties in accountin&' {or the acceptability of the sentence in (45),

where only the two structural Cases appear to be available. What I propose

instead is that col is a luically-eompounded [V+N) form. That is, [ propose

that col is a bead with both verbal and nominal features. In the case of the

colwa form, ·wa replaces the compounded nominal, and the head lacks these

nominal features. The apparent unavailability of ergative Case is thus

explained, since [V .wa] checks the feature oft. 1b.e predicate, however, still

takes an oblieatory syntactic complement, which can only get its Case

prepositionally, the external argument's Case being checked (covertly)

against 'J"l.

This buys me an alternative account of the derivation which results in

the well-formed sentence in (45). The luically-compounded col, canying both

the verbal features and nominal (inclucline Case) features of both its

constituents, raises to acljoin to t and checb its Cue-feature. Ergative Case

is thus unavailable for either of the predicate's phrasal arguments. Insertion

of the enemal argument in [Spec:,l;1 places that argument in exactly the

canonical genitive Case structural relation with the head col, which, recall,

has nominal properties. The uternal argument checked for (or assigned)
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genitive Case, the Case-feature of the verbal complement is free to adjoin to

,-. at LF to be cbecked. Recall from above (see (n.35), too, that, in Jacaltee

Mayan, the ergative and renitive Caaes are phonologically realised

identically. Superficially, then, the derivationa remitin&' in the sentences

shown in (42a) and (45) appear to proceed identically, though, in fact, they

are quite cWferent. The proposed derivatioo of(45) is partially represented in

(47) (where, for c:ora.venience, the head col illabeled 88 X):

(47) T

~yP

~
'O) ~~=)e-.boc'"

o ~~

~
/'-...

X ~ '- p"o

o <uptive) C...feature checked ...i.aK]t'

(abmlutivel e-e.feature checked aplut to

I now return to the sentences in (41), and show that the analysis just

sketched out can be extended to allow me to maintain that the subordinate

clauaes found there are non-finite. I repeat the sentence found in (41b) as

(48) here (gl0811 slightly revised in light of the preceding developments):

(48) ch-in to [bach hin-eol-o']
asp..lsABS go 2sABS IsGJ:N-help..inf
'I am going to help you(s)'

The initial concern with an analysis of the complement clause in (48) as non·

finite must surely be the fact that the internal argument shows overt



agreement with the verb, althoueh it is presumedly checked for null Case by

[-finite] TO.- Nevertheless, as the expreued. meani.n& of the clause clearly

demonstrate8, the internalllflUlD8llt is POt controlled from the matrix clause.

even though it dominates all other argument. within ita (non-finite) clause.

This, notably, is a situation which Dever' arises in canonically accusative

languages, where O-arguments are always ehecked for Case in a lower

position than are A-arguments.

The fact that PRO is not licensed by [-finite] 'ro in the lower clause in

(48) becomes Ie•• mysterious if' we proceed from the assumption that PRO

must be anaphonc. While this is obviously not an uncontroversial

assumption, some trend. in the recent literature have suggested the idea to

be tenable. While a suitable treatment of this idea is clearly beyond the

scope of this thesis, it is worth considering at least one case where PRO

doesn't appear to have an antecedent. Consider the type of construction

exemplified in (49), which has frequently been forwarded as evidence that

PRO need not be anaphoric:

(49) a. It is fun (PRO to attend weddingsl.
b. It wouId be interesting {PRO to know wbere this thesis is Deading].

Postal (1970), however, observed that the sentence in, say, (49a) cannot mean

that it is fun for one person if another penon att.encb weddinp. Building on

Postal's observation, both Epstein (1984) and Koster (1984) have suggested

;II Further, in (·Uel, we He that the pronoQl.inaJ coQl.pleQl.ent of the lo....er verb is
Ql.orpholocicallyruliled.



that the matrix predicate in such sentences takell an implicit (experiencer)

argument, and that thill argument serves 811 the antecedent of the PRO in

the lower dause. While I will not enter into a dillCUllsion of the specifics of

their, or like, analysell, I will adopt the position that PRO requires an

antecedent - that is, that PRO is always anaphoric.G

The derivation proposed. for the tenseles. lower clause in (48) is

virtually identieal to the one proposed. in (47) for the tensed clause in (45).

The only difference lies in the Case checked by T'; absolutive Case by the

[+finite] oro in (45), and null Cue by the [-tinite] oro in (48). The relevant

question, then, is just this: Why is PRO not licensed in the subordinate non·

finite clause in (48)? But, in fact, the query hall already been answered, since

the licenaed argument in question is not anaphoric. The conclusion is that

the (perhaps poorly named) null Case·feature of [-finite] TO in control

structures licenses an anaphoric argument all PRO, and a non-anaphoric

argument as an overt XP.41 Notice that such a conclusion does not lose its

explanatory force when applied to the accusative languages: Economy

considerations to be dillCUSsed in Chapter Three rule out the possibility of an

til A poRtion which, to be .ure, eannot be empirically jultified in a .ork .uch as thi•. The
readel' i. nfe1Ted to, tol' uuaple, Vanden Wynperd (l9!W.I, which, in the present author'.
view, preteDta _vinc:inl evidence In lupport oftbi....umpdon.
.. Implidt to this anll1yli, i' the adGption at Martin', {l99tl [1992]) proposal that the feature
content ofT' In _tnl stn1ctureI i. difFerent from that or" in raisiDllECM coastructions. I
lunelt this in tba vquest sense pouibla bere. Further consideration or Martin'li; theory,
and adoption ofitia &1D01'8artlc:ulated form, ",found in Chapter Two. Rouchly speakin&', in
the term. found there. T" in the .ubordinate Doa-finite clsuse in (48) in the taxt i••peeified
for [-fiDite'+tenae) futures, and, as such. check. Dull Cue.



O-argument heine checked (or Case by T" in an aceusative language, so the

relevance of the conclusion never arises.·

Suppose now that the argument licensed. for Case by ~ in control

structures must c-eommand all other arruments within its clause. This

might be attributable to the inherent temporal dependency property of

control structures, such that the argument checked by 'dependent' 'r<' in such

clauses must event-bind all other arguments and adjuncts within its clause.

Again. such a proposal gives us few insights into control structures in the

accusative languages, since the ar'IUIDent cheeked (or Case by 'r<' in such

languages alway. asymmetrically c-commands aU other argumenu in its

clause at LF (see Chapter TwO).Cl However, I will show in Chapter Three

that Q-arguments in ergative l~es, typically cheeked for Case by TO, do

not (typically) c-eommand all other arguments in their clauses. That is, I will

show that the checking of an ercative Case-feature against l' creates a new

feature on the category checked by f if that category is a full XP. Further,

any element carrying this newly created feattue is forced to raise to (Jl 

either covertly or overty (covertly, in the case of Jaca1tec) -, and is able to

bind from this position.

The scarcity of non-finite transitive COntrol structures in ergative

languages now beeomes tar less mysterious: They can only obtain if the

.. Somewhat paradoxically, ifT" checkt aaon-anapboric arrument ia • control ttrueture in
an a=..tive Iancuace. it it not. control ttructure.
oJ I will .110 propo-e. aicniftcanlly reviled version ofeucnt·hindin& in Chapter Two.
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argument checked for Case by oro dominates an other areuments in the

clause, which it typically does not do. Jacaltec, it seems, has at least two

strateeietl for makina non·fiDite transitive control structures possible. The

tint, exemplified by the sentences in (39), involves insertion of a bare N

verbal complement which can acijoin to t to checlt its Case-feature before the

external arvument ill projected. The internal argument is not a Cull XP, 80 no

new feature is created by the checking relation between it and t. The

external araument then raises covertly to acljoin to oro to cheek its Case

feature, following overt r·movement oft- to oro, and the struc:ture in (40)

is created. The external arrument, anapborie and cheeked for null Case by

{-finite] oro, is licensed as PRO, and its Cormal features asymmetrically c

command the O-argument. The derivation is thus allowed.

The second stratelY, restricted to those clauses whose main predicate

belongs to the small set oC lexical rv+Nl compounds (perhaps having only one

member, specifieally col), prevents the A-argument Cram raising to Co, and

allows the argument licensed by oro to c-eommand all other argument within

the clause. Since the ergative Cue-Ceature oct is checked by the predicate

itsel( (see above), the external argument does not bear the feature that

requires it to raise to (fl.

Without these strategies, the external argument oC a transitive verb in

Jacaltec will always be cheeked for Case by t. The implication of this

checking, I have eugested above and will examine in more detail in Chapters
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Two and Three, is that a feature is ereated on the external argument which

(orces its formal features to (covertly) raise to CO, and that the argument is

able to bind from this position. The movement in eucb. a derivation, while

leeitimate, results in a repreNntation which ia uninterpretable, since the

8rJWDeDt checked. by [-finite] 'r' does Dot c-eommand all other arguments

within the clause. The illecitimate representation of such a derivation is

given in (50):

1.5 Concludinl remarb

In this chapter, I have explored, within a Minimalist context, some of

the properties which group together a number or arpments under the label

·subject" aeross a variety of languap types. It was demonstrated that A-, 8-,

T-, and D-areuments asymmetrically bind other poesible arguments in their

clauses at whatever level Binding Conditions hold. It 9188 shown that a

conspiracy of factors result in the impossibility of O-arguments in control

structures being bound from the matrix clause. It was also shown, however,

that while control in theN structures does appear to be confined to A-, 8-, T·,

and D-areuments, the availability ofjust these arguments to be controlled, to
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the exclusion or Q-arguments, is not attributable to their being checked for

Case in a certain position, being inserted in a uniform position, or to a

primitive notion or -sub;eethood-. Rather, the relevant ractor in the

uniformity of the class for binding and control issues is that A., s., T-, and D·

argument. (or their fonnal features) never appear at LF in a position lower

than that of other &fi\ID1eDt&ladjuncta within their clauses. In addition, an

account of the scarcity of non-&.nite control structures in erptive l~ages

was offered, and several strategies of making such constructions possible

were considered. Having primarily looked, in this chapter, at clause-internal

structures which do tend to pick out only A-, s., T-, and D-areuments for

'special' treatment. the nert chapter moves beyond the clause. and examines

some extractability issues. It will be seen that, in this respect. A-, s., T-, and

D·arguments do not pattern similarly.
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CHAPTER II

[Spec,C], clausal dominance,
and a defInition of 'subjecthood'
2.1 'IIaIolecU'D: __".......

It bas been observed at lealt since Huang (1982) that not all instances of

extraction are equally aenaitive to island violationa. Consider the sentences

ineS!):-

(51) a.. W1r)'do you wooder(whctbcdean said [Jessie hales Fidel lJ]?
b. ~ WMdo you wonder {whet!ler Jean said [rhatesFidelJ]'? .

An abundance oC literature in the P&P tradition that discusses the

asymmetry illustrated in (51) a:m... For iJutanc:e, wnik A Saito's (1984)

well-known analysiJ; of the UJ1It'lUI1JD8tieality diltioetion between adjunct

entaction in (51a) and 'subject' utraet:ion in (5tb) arrues that the ECP

applies equally to intermediate traces as it does to initial traces. That is, the

intermediate trace in [spec,e] of the lowest clause in (5th) antecedent

rovems the initial trace, and 10 deletea (52):

.. The sentence in aila) ii, of eoune, perfeetly acceptable \lDder the intell'retation in which
why modit\es the matrix clauH.1Selded by the repret:entatiOQ in (i):

<0 [wily ckI you 1Il'ODlSer [1II'IIalIerJell! aid {JeMie bI&c5 AdcllJ t)1

b1terpretation oflllhy as modif)rUla' the doWQ.ltairt: MUM, iDvolviDc adjunct extnetion out or

..



(52) •.. lot' {wt._.]]
t' antecedent-governs t
(a.uunling Chomsky's (1986a) formulation ofantf'c4lknt-govf'nunenr)

On the other band, the intermediate trace in (51a) is unable to antecedent

govern the trace at the end of the chain, 80 it cannot be deleted, resulting in a

chain contai.Ding a trace that i. not properly governed. That both (51a and b)

are degraded is attributed. to the Cact that wh-movement in both skips over

an interveni.ne' [spec,e], already filled by whether, in raising to the higher

clause, violating subjacency. That the sentence in (51a) is considerably worse

than the one in (Sib) follows, for Lasnik" Saito, from the fact that the chain

created in (51a) also violates the ECP.

That there exists a like asymmetry between 'subjects' and 'objects' in a

range of constructions (e.g., that-trace effects, anti-that·trace effects,

extraction from an island) is also a well-observed phenomenon, and it is a fact

which receives considerable attention in Browning's (1987) work on null

operator constructions. Largely developine and extending the analysis of

Chomsky (1977), Browning's discussion leads to the fairly strong conclusion

that an intermediate trace must delete if it binds an BrlUlDent trace, a

proposal which bas carried significant weight in the recent literature on

chain uniformity (see, (or ezample, Chomsky" Laanik. (1993) and references

cited therein, and further consideration in Chomsky (1995». But chain

uniformity, if we define uniformity with respect to some property P, can

a wh-illand, however, is impossible.



clearly obtain in several ways. Plausible candidates Cor the relevant

properties include L-relatedness, A·position venus A'.position, and ij-

relatedness.

The 'subject'fobjm' asymmetry in e:rtractability from an island is

illustrated in (53):

(53) a.". Who clid Julia know why Alex said t blamed Silvio fot this mess?
b. ? Who(m) did Julia bow why Alex. said Romano blamed t for this mess?

'Subject' extraction from a wh·island, as in (53a), results in a fairly seriously

degraded sentence, as it did in (SIb), whereas the otherwise identical 'object'

extraction in (53b) results in a sentence that is marginally acceptable. As

Rizzi (1990) notes in his diSCUlsion of the above asymmetry, long.m.stance

'subject' utraction from an island is considerably better than adjunct

extraction, yet somewhat (and systematically) worse than 'object' extraction.

More reci!ntly, Branigan (1992) has proposed that 'subjects' in Cact uniformly

occupy an A'·position, namely [Spec,Cl Given Pesetsky's (1982) observation

that lone-distance movement froD1 a A'.position appears to be more sensitive

to island conditions than ia long·distance movement from an A-position, the

facts of (53) receive a ready account in a theory like that of Branigan's that

holds that extraction in (53&) is from an A'-position, while in (53b) an A

position serves as the extraction site.
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Yet, further observation of the facts exemplified in (53) suggests that a

'subjeet'fobject' asymmetry is not enouch to capture the data that such

sentences represent. Consider the sentences in (54);C1

(S4) L?· Who did Julia wonder wbetbcr Alex. said t &IC?
b. ? Who did Julia wonder wbetber Alex said r arrived t?
c. ? Who did Julia wonder wbetbet Alex said t bad been blamed t?

The strength of the unerammaticality of (54b), an instance of extraction of a

T-argument, seems more on 8 par with judgements on extraction of a 'pure

object', or O·argu.ment, as in (SIb). Judcements on the grammatieality of

extraction of a D·argument (54e) &re, again, about the same as for the

extraction of the O·argument in (51b). Extraction of the S-argument, taken

here. following Hale It Keyser (1986 et seq.), to be underlyingly identical to

an A·argument, in (54a) results in a strongly ungrammatical sentence on a

par with similar A·argument extraction in (51a).

The above observations may suggest that while A· and S-arguments

unitormly occupy an A'·position (presumedly [spec,e)), T· and D·arguments

both also lumped under the label of'subjeet' thus elaborated - do not.

While the judcements in (51) and (54) are quite delicate,

(un)grammaticality distinetioDl!l between the extractability of the different

types oC arcuments become substantially sharper when other types oC island

violations are observed. Consider extraction from a finite clause eontained

.. Indicated judpments are relational, rather than absolute.
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within an acljunct, as in (55). wbere the distinctions in tbe gradations of

ungrammaticality are quite robust:"'

(5S) a. ? Who did you visit Rcbt.a;a without knowina' had invired lohn?
b. ? Who did you visit Rtbecca. without knowinJ' had already earen?
c. ? Whom did you visit Rebecca without knoWUlg she had invited,?
d. ? Who did you visit Ilebcrxa without knowing t bad already left , ?
8. ? Who did you visil Rebecca without knowing t had been invited,?

Similar judgements are found in caaes of wh-movement from a 6.nite clause

contained within a relative dause. as seen in (56):

(56) a. ?* Who did be hear the rumour that Alexander thought' had apprehended the
criminal.

b. ?* Who did he hear the rumour that Alexander thought t had sung at the

c. ? Whom~hear the rumour that Alexander thought Sally had
apprehended ,?

d. Who did he hear the rumour that Alexander thought t had just arrived t?
e. Who did he hear the rumour that Alexander thought t had been

apprehended t by Sally?

2.1.2 [Z]

It seems clear that the feature which uniformly attracts movement of

A· and 8-arguments to (Spec,C] must be a non-Case feature. Otherwise. T

and D·arguments would be obliged to raise to the position as well- at least in

an accusative laneuage like English. where all such arguments are typically

licensed for nominative Cue -. which I have argued not to be the case. But.

while I will maintain the former assumption as to the non-Case status of the

feature F of Co. further consideration reveals that it is not entirely obvious (or

even wanted) tbat T- and D-arruments sbould be excluded from also

.. The (a) and (c) If!ntenCl!1 iD uamplel (55) and (56) here are adapted from Branigan (l992).
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uniformly raiaine to [Spec,C]' Indeed. I will argue that T· and D·arguments

do unif'ormly raise to [Spec,Cl, but differ £rom A· and g..arguments in that

they must reconstruct back into the A-system. I now examine why this might

be, initially restricting my attention to the Engliah data.

Since 1 have yet to establish the (morpholopcal) properties which

characterise the proposed feature ofCo, let us first auiIn it an arbitrary label

- call it a Z-feature (Ft(C». Still, 1 have sugested that at least A- and S

arguments are attracted by the feature; if I am able to demonstrate that T

and D-argument8 are, too, then the feature micht be related. in some way to

the nominal status of these categories. So, for the moment, let us proceed

under the assumption that Ft<C) is <nominally-related'.41 Further, since I

have suggested. that interclausal enraetion of A- and S-arguments in English

is from [Spec,CJ, Ft<C) must be a strong feature.

I begin with a simple English transitive clause, exemplified in (57a),

representing its derivation as in (57b):

.. Such an usumption is, ofcoune, utterly apecu.lato1'Y, and will lIotdrive my analysis in any
way.
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(57) a. Helms hates Castro.

The derivation I propose for (57) proceeds as follows: V is merged with DPI; !

is merged with V;! hu a strong V·feature which attracts V; DPa is merged

with y; T is merged with,Y; C is merged with T; C, like!> cannot stand on its

own. and attracts T (see di5CUSSion below>; further. strong Fz<C> attracts the

relevant feature of DPa to [Spec,C); Fz<C) is checked against the relevant

feature of DPa' and the Case feature of DPa is also checked by T, adjoined to

C. In the covert syntal:, the Case.feature of DP I is attracted by weak FAeJ!"),

canying along FFIDP1).

Unergative derivations proceed along roughly the same lines. following

Hale &: Keyser's (1991 et seq.) analysis ofunergatives as being underlyingly

transitive. Notably, thourh. the incorporated internal argument of an

unereative predicate will be checked for Case overtly, unlike its transitive

counterpart. Let us suppose that an unergative predicate is simply a

transitive predicate which has. 8S one of its properties. 8 strong -needs
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AfCfb:)W feature - F.J.V). The derivation of a simple unergative clause 1n

Engliah can be analysed as involving the following: V is merged with N(P).

Stron( F.J.V) must be checked before the derivation can continue, and can be

satisfied by iJUOrpo1'Qtion, in the sense of Baker (988), of the nominal

element ofN<P) into V, deriving (58):

(58) Vn(p)
A'

! 1S then meraed with v, and the strong V-feature of! must be satisfied

before I can further project. It can be checked via XO·movement of VO"- to

adjoin to Yo formine' (59):

(59) .t

x~
/'--. L::,.

V 1: l l

n
At this point, the incorporated internal argument enters into a checking

configuration with!. If the Case-features of N and! match, they are checked

and erased. If they do not match, the derivation 1S canceled by <feature

mismatch', stated here in (60) (from Chomaky(1995:309)):

(60) Mismatch of features cancels the derivation.

DPto the external argument, is merged with!> forming (61):
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(61)

At this point, the derivation proeeed.s in much the lI8II1e way as in a transitive

clause, OPt raising overtly to [Spec,C] where itt Z.feature checks Fz(C). For

me, then, the simple unergative clause in (62&) is analysed as (62b):

(62) a. 10hn dancc:d.
b. CP

/'--.
OPt C
John~TP

f"-c :'-.r
/'--.

~p
0y~(p)

/'--. I
N V

""""'.
Notably, thi8 proposed derivation makes a stroni prediction: the Case

feature of the incorporated argument of an unergative verb must match the

Case-feature of!> since this argument will enter into a legitimate checking

relation with! before any other category. This, ofcourse, is the expected and

desired result in the class of 'accusative' laneuages, where the Case

propertiea of external argwnents ofbotb transitive and 1D1ergative predicates
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(i.e., A· and s.argwnent8) match up_ The prediction becomes more

interesting in the case of 'ergative' laneuages, where these same arguments

are not licensed. for the same Cue. The prediction here is that the only

struetura1 Cue available for 8-argwnente in ereative languages is the ease

associated. with T" - the Case-feature of! heine necessarily checked and

erased before the external llI'JU..ment is even inserted into the derivation.

This runs counter to BeVeral recent analyses of ergativity (for ell:ample,

Bobaljik. (1992,1993), Chell(. Demirdache (1993), Laka (1993b), and LOpez

& Austin (1995», which argue that the Case of 8-argument!l in ergative

languages, absolutive, should be associated with the Case of the verb (here, of

y; regardless, my proposal makes the same prediction either way) - the

structural equivalent of accusative Case in, say, English. The consequences

of the prediction forced here are considered in some detail in Chapter Three

of this thesis.-

I might now suggest, in view of the approach to transitives and

unergatives above, that the proposed Z.feature ofeo is taking over the role of

the Epp·feature typically associated with Infl. It certainly seems to play the

same role, in forcing some argument to overtly raise out of the VP. External

arguments of transitive and unereative predicates are overtly attracted to

(Spee,C] by the proposed. FICe). They do not move through (Spec,TJ en route

• It lhould be noted that the approach here is compatible with the lUO'ution made in
Mah-.ian (1990) (or Hindi and Bobaljik U993l and Lab (l993bl fo1' Basque, that the 10

called -ercative UDeflI:ativ..- in th_ lancua&eI are not, in fact, une1'l'ative at all (tholl&'h
Martine~ Etxani (1994) makes the int.eresting propoaal that the O-lll'2Ument of such clauses
in Ba.5que neeellarily incorporates into the verb at [.Fl.
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to this position, since Tl in these clauses lacks a strong feature which would

allow that head to project. Spec position."

I turn now to unaccuaativea, which lack an eztemaJ Ilf'IUDlE!nt, and see

that the analysis developed thus tar forces me to conclude that their intemal

argument, too, is forced to raise to (Spec,C] to check Fz(C). [assume

unaceusative predicates, u discussed in f1.2.2, to lack a projection of!> and

to be imm.ediately selected by T (or by another V in cases of dauses

containing auxiliaries). So, a simple English unaccusative clause like the one

in (63a) will project a structure along the lines of the shape of the

representation in (63b):

(63) a. The icebergs arrived.

b. rep [TP [Vi' V T-argWlU!ntJ)]

I propose, however, that TO merged into the extended projection of an

unaccusative verb doe. contain a strong feature, necessitatinc that the

internal argument of such predicates raise to [Spec,Tl, before raising further

to [Spec,C] (attracted there by strong FJC)). Two important questions arise:

First, why should Tl in the clausal projection of an unaccuaative predicate

encode different properties than does 'r<' in the clausal projection or a

transitivelunergative predicate? And. second., what is the lltatull of the

• The lack of movement thnluah (Spec,T] would Mem to be belt explained via an economy
llecount. That ii, extem" arrument nilinc' tbroueh [Spec,TI to be checked tor Cue, ,II: rout«
to {Spec,CI, producel a derivltion Inl economical than if the ezternal al'JUlDent raise'
directly to [Spec,C] and is thaed for Case by T It LF. The fonner derivation violates
elXIDomy, aDd il eJ:cluded.
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proposed Ceature oC'ro? The relevant difference between UDacalsative and

transitivelunergative predicates, I sugCest, lies in the "'poverty" oC the

argument structure oC unaeeusativeII, most notably that they lack a t
projection altogether. I wiIlsuppoae that, Cor Enetiah. any -r merged into the

extended projection ofa main verb that does not pcojec;:t a t must be specified

for a stroDl n.feature which overtly attracts the closest feature that can

check that property oC oro.S! This proposal will need to be revised. when I come

to the passives, below, but I will keep to it for the momenL

The derivation of an UDaccusative clause, then, proceeds somewhat

differently than does the derivation of a transitive or unergative clause, since

oro bas a strong Ceature wbich cannot be skipped over in the overt syntax.

The strong D-fealure of oro will have to be checked before the derivation can

proceed, so the T-argument will raise to [Spec,T] to check it, before further

raising to [Spec,C]. attracted by strong FZ;<C). Movement to [Spec,T] satisfies

the Chain Condition (Chomsky (1986b), Chomsky It Lasni.k (1993»), since the

Case-feature of the T-aqument is also checked by oro as a "'free rider". The

same, however, cannot be said for the chain created by the subsequent

raising from [Spec,TJ to [spec,e], where the trace in [Spec,T] heads a

nontrivial argument chain - interpretation of the argument at LF will be

impossible iCthe Cormal Ceatures of the trace/copy in [Spec,TJ are eraaed.

.. Why tbisll:lilbt be i, uncertain at this point. One poltibility is that the proposed feature of
1'" is able to 'compenUlte' for the predicate's impoverished arrument stnlctu.re. thollJh it is
undear how this micht obtain.
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I am now in a position to consider chain formation in cases of A- or S

argument extraction versus T-argument extraction.1Il

2.1.3 The treatment of unifona and non-UDiIorm. cbahw

The argument/adjunct asymmetry in extractability out of an island

was conaidered briefly in 12.1.1 of this chapter, where I discussed the

relevant analysis of Lu:nik &: Saito (1984). What Lasnik & Saito's treatment

and most subsequent accounts of the asymmetry in question have in common

is that they all attribute the additional ill-fonnedness of adjunct extraction to

an "offending" intermediate trace, which (under the theory assumed here)

results in a chain which does not constitute a well·formed LF object.

Consider now the sentences in (64), similar to those in (51) and (54),

where extraction of the A-argument from an island in (64a) results in a

sentence considerably more degraded than extraction of aT-argument (64b>

or O-argument (64c):

(64) a. 1· Who do you wonder [wbether Julia said [thaleSAlex)J?
b. 1 Who do you wonder [wbether Julia said [tarrivedt late (fOl"lhe

meetin&>J)1
c. 1 Who do you wonder [whether Julia said [Rebecca hates t])?

Extraction of the O-argument in (64c) results in the creation of two chains in

the overt syntax. One chain bas its head in [Spec,C] of the lowest clause,

.. Derived 'subjeeu' of pallive VP., D-arzuments, remain to be discussed. lince r have
IUlleited that they pattern linlilarly, in tNlJape¢, to T· and O·urumentll. I return to
passives followin, consideration of chain formation in the Olore "basic- talel.
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Rebecca hates t, and its tail as the complement of V. 'I1le other chain has its

head in [Spec,C] of the matrix clause, and its tail 88 the complement of V in

the lowest clause. The bead ottlle 6ntchain deletes, and, at LF, the formal

features ottbe lowest copyraiee to be checked by r-

(6:5) b 1'"did Julia wooder lc. wbetbcr Alex said 1,,£a,Rornano [IP blamed fm]]'!
)( I

Extraction of the A-argument in (64a) results in three chains being created.

One chain is an argument chain, although it does not constitute a uniform A

chain, since its head is in an A'.position ({Spec,C] of the lowest clause), while

its tail is in an A-position ([Spee,!l). The Q-feature of a secondary f!J in the

lowest clause attracts strong FQ(A·argu.ment) to ita Spec position, creating a

second chain:!! (J am, therefore, &.IIsuming a CP·recursion structure). The

second chain, hence, bas its head in the Spec position of a secondary C head

of the lowest clause, and it tail in [Specl!l. The Gnal chain has its head in

[Spec,C] of the matrix clause, and its tail in [Spec~ of the lowest clause. But

consider the copy in [Spec,C,] of the lowest clause. It is in this position that

the arJUDlent is cheeked for Case (by~. Assuming some form of the

Visibility Condition (Cbomaky &: Lasnik (1993); Bee also Chomaky (1991» to

bold, the copy cannot delete, because doing 80 would cause the derivation to

crash. Suppose, then, that the tail of the chain created by the wh·movement

.llI Future research win explore the relationship between Z- and Q-r.turel. For prelent
purpollel. I limply anum. the (uture8 to be incompab'ble in that they may not be in!erted
as com.mon propertiel or. parle minimal bead. (Notice that this may requiTe me to .nume
that the Z- and Q-reaturel of nominal el_entl, too, do DOt appear on the nme minimal
bead. If this i' 10, I micht IUlPIt that the Q-reatu.re il a pfOperty orthe bead D, while the
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is actually in [Spec,C,] of the lowest clause. Wh-extraction of an A- or g.

argument, then, is from an A'.positiOD, unlike in the case of O-argument

extraction, which i. from an A·position. Consequently, long·distance

extraction of A- (or 8-> arguments should be IIlOte eensitive to intervening

islands than is long-distance utraction of O-arcuments, since, unlike the

'intermediate' traces of Q-aqument utnetion which must be deleted, the

'intermediate' traces of the uniform A'-chain created. by A-argument

extraction cannot.

This is enough to account for the ill·formedness of A· or S-argument

extraction from a wh·island, unlike the otherwise identical marginal

acceptable cases of T·argument extraction. The tail of the relevant chain

created by the former derivation occupies an A'·position ([spec,e]), while my

approach holds that the latter derivation includes a chain with its tail in an

A-position ([Spec,Tl, which, in turn, heads a uniform A-chain). Some specifics

remain to be worked out, but the proposal here seems able to capture an

asymmetry wbich bas no immediate acctlunt in a theory which ascribes a

uniform reconstruction site for aU 'subjects'. While both types of extraction

result in deeraded sentences, since both involve a violation of the MLC,

stated in (5), the ill·formedness ofagmt extraction is attributed to wbatever

Pesetsky's (1982) observation that long·distance extraction from an A'

position is more sensitive to islands than ertraction from A-position is

reducible to under Minimaliat anumptions.

proposed z.reaturei. a property olN'l.l
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I have now pointed towards a reasonable account of the

{un)erammaticality p1UIations of utraction out of an island for A· and S·

arguments vel'lUl T- and O-argumenta in EOIMh: A- and S-argument A'

extraction ereatea a chain with ita tail in an A'-position «(spec,cn, while T

and O-af'IU!DeOt A'-utraction creates a chain with ita tail in an A-position

«(Spec,T]). I now return to derived 'subjects' of paaaive VPs - D-areuments -,

which, recall, I have suaested pattem similarly, in this respect. to T· and O·

arguments.

2.1.4 Pauivee:

I follow Baker, Johnson, & Roberts (1989) in analysini passive

morphology as an argument which absorbs the external &-role of the

predicate, and checks the Case·features of I. The passive morphology, I

assume, is attached. to V and checks the Case ofy when~ adjoins to that

head, resulting in a structure as in (66):

The external &-role of the predicate absorbed by the paasive morphology, y is

unable to project a Specifier, since the polition exists only by virtue of its

being a position where an argument can be a-marked. - its presence is not
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Q10tivated by any requirement o( the gram.mar. and is therefore excluded.

Any pcojecti.OIl or a pusiviled verb. then. is '"im.poverUbed" in a sense that

does DOt bold Cor the ttaDDtiveI: and unerptivH akeacty diM:uaeed.. Why do I

say tbia, and bow mi&ht such a d::iMmctim help in establiahinc my claim that

passive VPI pattern alike to unac:cuu.tivet with reeped to the argwnental

extraction (acbI beina pNMDted? The propoMd "'poverty" o( puaive (and

un&CCWI8Uve) VPI. I wuest. it related to the predieate'slaek or an aternal

8-role at the point o( ita merpr with Curtber atructure. That is. any element

inserted into a clause projected from such a VP is a member or the extended

projection or a verb which lacka (or has already discharged) an external D

role.

In the ease o( a passive VP, the strong V-feature of! must be satisfied

before t'urther structure can be created. V raises to! to check the feature.

e:at'rYinC a10nr the passive morphology which c:becb the Cue-reature o( y.

and also absorbs the verb's external 8-role. Only then can the operation

Merge apply to the root. Likewile for unaccusative VPI, which totally lack

an externaI8-structure. ReviI:inc the proposal which I made above in §2.1.3.

I suggest here that, in Enatith, any 'r' selected into the extended projection of

a main verb which laco an external8-role mUit be inserted with a strong D·

feature. Note that this precludes the possibility of ItrOIl&' FDCT) in the

extended projec:tion or .. transitive or uneraative predicate - the external e

role of these verbs can only be disc:barged into [Spect!l once the argument

,enerated there has been made visible for e-m.arkin& by Case-cbeekin,



ae:ainst some feature of'r, necessarily after TO has been inserted into the

derivation.

The prediction is as desired, then: The D-argument of a passive VP

will pattern similarly to T- and Q-arguments in cases of illegitimate A'

extraction in trinerinl weaker unerammaticality judpmentB for most

English apeakers than does illegitimate A'-railrinar of A- and 8-arvuments.

The reason tor this asymmetry, I have claimed, is that the tail of the

resultant uniform chain created by A- or 8-argument extraction occupies an

A'-position, namely [spec,e]. while the tail oftbe resultant non-uniform chain

created by T· or D·8!'&UID.ent extraction occupies an A-position, namely

[Spec,T!.

2.1.5 A note on locative inversion

The above proposal might deal with the optional nature of English

locative inversion as heine" determined by the properties of the locative PP.

Consider the sentences in (67), for which I will assume a vp·structure as

represented in (67'):

(67) a. Three skiffs appeared in the distance.
b. In the distance appeared lhme skiffs.

(67') VP

p~
lft~0p

~
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Suppose that the PP in such structures can be optionally selected with or

without aD-feature. Ifinlerted with a D·feature, the pp will raise overtly to

'[G to check that bead', D·feature, beini closer to that head than the T·

argument, three slUffa. An inversion structure then obtains, as in (67b). Note

now that the PP must al,o be capable ofcheclrine' the ,troDC !oreature orCa,

or the T·argument 'trill be overtly attraeted to it, losing an account or the

word order in these c1aU8ell. SI

G Here, IOmetbinc need. to be said about the ilI·fonned aentel1C1l in m. which the aeeoWlt in
the tut predicts to be acceptable:

(i) • I put in the f'rid(e the ale.

vetsus the perfectly weil-fonDlldCiil:

(m lputthealeintbefridce.

I would ~It that TOano', (1995) analysi, offers the tnolt promi,inC aeeount of the ill·
fOl'lQednllll oftbe sentence in (il. Takano IlJIIIlI that EconoZQ)' foree' the thl!rM lJYWIIent to
to scramble to aclioin to VP, puttiDc it closer to the position where ita Case-feature can be
checked, IIIppoainr that such sttaIPblina: i, costlllll, Iinc:e the arrwnent remain, within the
same minimal domain (of V-). Given a colt-free .tatua for this type of Icramblinc, the
derivation in which the tMtM arrument remains in its insertion position (see the structure
in (iii)) should be t'u1ed out, the Cue·feature of'that arrwnent havin&' to niae further at LF
to be checked than iftbe afIWDent overtly senmbled to VP (see the structure in (ivl):

(Iii) :tP
/'-

DP •
/'--

• VP
/'-

PI' V
/'-

V DP

(iv) .tP
/'-

DP •
/'--

• VP
/'-

DP VP

[~
See Takano (1995) fot further diacu.,sioD on the "ell of such lCI'ambliDc in DP.DP internal
UJUIIlIlOt &ames. TaitaDo', treatment clearly uquires furtber consideration to be adopted in
full here, but conltnlints oflpace and time pftVllDt it.
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On the other band, if the PP is inserted ladr::inc' a D.Ceature, the T

aqument niaes to chedr. both the D-feature oe'r' aDd the Z-f'eature oe~, and

the eenteoce in (67.) it; the result. N auch, A'-atractioo. put an Wand or

the T-.araument in the non-inverted conltruction should result in a

m8rJinally acceptable senteDcll!, just u obtains wben the T·arrument is the

sole non-verbal element in the VP. And. the IDafJinal acceptability or the

sentence in (68) luaests this to be the ease:M

(68) ? What do you wonder (whether Julia said [t appeared in the discance t J)?

Slightly more problematic is an account of the apparently unergative

'motion'verbs, wbich allow inversion ofa CDeoeuarily) goal PP. It seems that

these verbs (e.e, 'walk', 'run') have both an UDercative and unaceusative

variant. Consider the lentenc:es in (69) and (70) wbere (69b) shows that a

non-coal PP may not be inverted in these constructions, though. eoaI PP

(70b)may:

(69) a. lvanranonthetradt.
b•• Ontbc:traekrmlvan.

(70) a. Ivanranintotbc:hou.se.
b. Into the house ran Ivan.

.. Note, however, that. th. preMDt propoul. lack. an aplanal.ion (or the impo"ibilit.y o(
extraction of the T·arrument from a claURI in ""him locati.... Invenion ba. taken place.
Coruiderthecont.rut.in(i):

(i) a. WUdidYOUla)'llIJpaml.ialbedislarat?
b. ,. WUdid)'OUla)'ia6e~~t?

I will not veotun an .ccount. of the above CODtralt here. See, (or eumple, Hoekstra"
Mulder (l99O), BranipD (1992), aDd Branipn (1993) for pouible aocou.nl.&.



The contrast n::empli6.ed in (69b) versus (70b) has received considerable

attention in the literature (lee, for example, COOpmaDs (1989), Levin &

Rappaport Hovav (1992), and Levin & Rappaport Hovav (1995), among

others), aDd I will not pursue the iaaue in any depth here. However, I will

suggest that the uMrgotiw/unaccUMltive uariont approach would appear to

gather support from the foUowinl" sentences in (71):

(71) a. Ivan ran a good race on this traek/on Thursday.
b. .. Ivan ran a good race iluo the house I inlO the stadium I elC•.

The impossibility of the verb in (71b) taking an apparent tlume complement

is easily explained if 'run' in that sentence is unaccusauve and 'Ivan' is

already occupying its thematic complement position.

The contrast in the sentences in (71) above is relevant to the present

analysis in the following manner: If VI differs in the two sentences in that it

projects a! head in (70a), but not in (71a), we should expert a contrast in the

acceptability of the sentences if 'Ivan' undergoes A-extraction. And, in fact,

such a contrast is apparent. Observe the sentences in (72):

(12) a. 7· Who did she hear the rumour that Alexander thought ran on this track?
b. 'n Who did she hear the rumour thai Alexander lbought ran inlO that house?

While the above contrast is by no means conclusive, I will suggest that it be

seen as further evidence that whether or not or' in English is inserted with a
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strong D·Ceatore is determined by the thematic properties oC the main verb

which it selects.

2.2 [Z] .. [evem]

I will now .ugest that the feature which I have proposed as an

inherent property ofC' is an [event] feature. 11le raison d'ltre oC the (event]

feature, I propose, is at least two-fold. First, it is required to check a [+tense]

feature of the head T.&! Second, it checks an (event] feature oC SODle

argument, which receives that feature by virtue oCbeing in a certain relation

with a verb when that verb diachacges its event--role. The form in which I

adopt the idea here is essentially that of Higginbotham (1985), which

introduces an event position - designated by E - into the argument structure

of verbs, and where it is proposed that the event-role of the verb is discharged

at the point where VP meets lntl.5 Consider. then, the structure given in

(73.) for the VP projected ofa transitive verb:

(13a)

• I will not work out in any ,nat. detail here how IUth a propou! worb out. in die majority
of teIlsel.., con,t.rvctionl ill ElIIlilh. Thil atpeet. of the propoud [eventl feature playl a
eentnl f61. in th. conlideration orce1'taiD coaatI"uc:tionl in Italian and European Portu,uese
fOWld in 12.3. It. dwuld be noted tbat.IUlwne, fallawina' M.rtin (1995). that oro in non-finite
COD.uollt1"Uet.ures hal a (+teo.sel feature. I will derive this requjrementin 12.3.
• For 'OII1e recent related researeb, see, for example. Travi, (1994) and Harley (1995).
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For transitive•• the event-role is discharged when T ia merged with the

projection of!_ What I propose here is that a feature - an [event} feature - is

created on the 'doseat' (Chomsky (1995» aqument to the 'bindinr positicn' of

the e-role. The external (A.) argument. occupying [Spee\!:l. is the clcsest

item. and I(l an event feature ia created cn that argument. Similarly for

unergativea, where an (event] feature will be created on the extemal (5-)

argument in[~.

In the case ot unaecuaatives, the event-role is discharged. when T is merged

with. the projection of V, as illustrated in (73b):

(73b)~T
VP <E>

hp
The closest argument, the internal (T-) argument in this instance, gets the

[event} teature.

The [event] feature is attracted (overtly, in English) by strong F_nICC),

and thua derives the required raising of those arruments bearing the feature

to [Spee,C}.1lJ I will ahow further. in consideration ot ergative languages in

Chapter Three, that the [event] feature created on the argument is a

'" Enllilh. "'''Ill·type vefba, I auppose, have • Mlectional property which rettrietl them f'Tom
taldDf an eventive oomplement. TbefOP'-eomple~ti.er,I ...u.me. i. the 1aict.1.pell-out of
a C head tacltinc an (event] F. I will not punlle this line or tbourht, but tbe idea becomes
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specified type ofD-feature, just as Cbomaky (1995) proposes to treat who (Q-)

featuretl. In fact, supposing that the [event] feature is a type of D-featore

effectively Bimplifies the treatment of passive VP., 88 well. Consider the

structure in (73e), given Cor a passive VP:

(J3c)~

fA<£>
~
~~

V 1': t OP
[PASS]

FolloW'in( Baker, Jehnson, and Roberts (1989) that the passive morphology

bas areumental status, we might espect the passive morphology to pick up

the [event] feature. Given the suppositien that the [event] feature is a 0

feature, however, this upedation disappears. The null hypothesis is that

the [event] feature can only be created on a full XP, and I will keep to that

assumption unless led by the data to suppose otherwise. In that case, the

internal (D-) argument of a passive VP gets the [event] feature, and is

attracted, eventually, to [Spec,C] by F_,{C).-

I will now namine how the above propcsa.l can aceount for certain

facets of two curious constructiODl - the Italian absolute past participle

claUAe and the European Portuguese inflected non-finite clause. While both

relevant in the diSCUllion o( European Porturuese innected non·finite clawel in 12.3.3
below.
,. I keep to the allumption here, (ollollt"inc Higinbotham (1985), thlt all verbs diKhure an
e-role. More recently, Kratze1' (1989) halarrued that only certain pndicatel-ttfJ6e.k~l,

rather than indiIJidual-ulJI! predicates - bear e-rolel. See allO Dium, (1992) (or related
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constructions have received attention in the literature (notable here are

Belletti (1992) and Raposo (1987), respectively), these accounts require

machinery which is not obviously consistent with the framework of

allllumptions laid out in Chomsky (1993,1995) and adopted here, and nor

have several of the remarkable similarities between the two constructions

been explored.

2.3 On 'IW-C1iticiaatioD'1Uld other reJa&ed dainp

Following a proposal made to me by Philip Braniian (personal

communication) (see al80 Branigan (in pnlp», I will suppose that the Italian

'partitive' cliticne <French en, Catalan en, Sardinian nde, etc.) is licensed by

movement into C. Ifne is able to quantify an argument YP, I assume thatne

must bind that YP. Hence, the conclusion is that if ne-quantification of yP

results in a well-formed derivation, the argumental feature(s) of yP must

reside in a position below Co. If this is so, I should be in a position to

determine the reconstruction site of varioua verbal arguments, depending on

whether or not they can be associated with this clitic.

At this juncture, I will briefly review the distribution of the clitic ne in

Italian in the most basic of clauses. The consideration given is neither

comprehensive, in any sense, nor conclusive, and is sketched out here only to

c1ise:usrion.
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serve as a backcroUDd for the analysis of a specifie type of Italian clause

wbichfollowlI.

Only ()..arauments and T-arruments may be quantified by the rotie ne

in Italian. T-arcuments, further, may only be quantified by the rotie if they

do not underco overt raillinJ out of the VP. Compare, for example, the

perfectly well-formed sentence in (7048) with the ungrammatical sentence in

(74b),

(74) a. Ne aniveranno molti.
of.them wilLarrive many
'many of them will arrive'

b. • Molti ne aniveranno.
(Sumo (1986:22.23»

That the ill-formedness of (74b) does not result from the pre-verbal position of

the T-argument can be shown by the grammaticality of both sentences in

(75aand b):

(7.5) a. Molti esperti arr1VeraMo.
many Qpcn8 will.arrive

b. Atriveranno molti esperti.
will.arrive manyexpcn8

(ibid.:21»)

Overt raising of the T-argwnent would appear to be optional, and the

optionality of overt raising bolds for the external argument8 of transitives

and unergatives, as well, 88 can be observed in the sentences with transitive

verbs in (76):
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(76) a. Molti esperti esamiDeranno it Ca50.
many expens will.examiDe the case

b. Esaminennno it case molli esperti.
will.examine the case many experts

(ibid.)

However, .. can be seen in the (76) sentencee. if the ezternaI does not

undeqo obvious overt raisin(. it must be extrapoaed to a post.verbal position

- post-verbal-complement position. in the case of transitives. I will not

pUl'1JUe the matter here, but I will suppose that iCthe enernaJ. IU'iUJIlent does

not overtly undergo the type of raising whieh derives the sentence in (76&). it

must postpo8e to a position acljoined to TP, deriving (76b).

The most obvious account of the optionality of such raising for an

analysis of the type developed here is to suppose that the [event] F of C in

Italian bas both a strong and a weak: option.

Consider now tbe contrast between the grammaticality of n e

quantification of the T-argwnent in (74a) venus its impossibility for the T

argument in (74b). Recall that I arrued that 'fO projected from an

unaccusative verb in English necessarily carries a strong D-feature which

attracts the T-arewnent. If the proposal carries over to Italian. I lose a

possible account of not only the acceptability of the lentence in (74a), where

the T·argument should be forced to raise overtly to a pre-verbal position, but

also of the ungrammatica1ity of (74b), where ne-quantification of the T

argument should be legitimate, the ctitic ne - attached to CO - being able to
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bind the formal features of the T·argwnent occuPyini [Spec,TJ, where the

argument'll Case-feature ill checked. The conclusion, then, ill that the T head

projected of an unaceusative (or pasaivilled) verb in Italian does not bear a

lltrong D-feature, as it does in EJlItish. This makell the correct predictions for

the sentencell in (74): If the [event] F of Co is lltr'Olli, as I suppose it is in

(74b), the T-argument raiBell directly in the overt syntax to [Spec,C) to checks

its own [event] F. Supposing that strong F_~(C) also attracts the [tense] F of

'rl overtly,S oro-, presumedly also carrying the verb, also raises to adjoin to

CO overtly. Consider the proposed Spell·OutILF representation created:

(77) • Moltl ne aniveranno.

The wtic ne is unable to bind the argument from which it is enracted, and,

as predicted, the derivation fails.

Now consider the perfectly acceptable senlen« in (748), which, I have

suggested, results from a derivation that d.iff'en from the illegitimate one in

(74b) only in the strength of its [event] F of Co - strong in (74b); weak in

• I <:on,ider fbi' in further detail in Chapter Three. ttl immediate adoption i' not required,
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(74a). The proposed Spell-Out and LF representations of the sentence are

given in (788) and (78b), respectively;

(78) a. CP b.

~TP
/'--. /'-....

ne CT VP
/'--. /'--.

V Tt molti
arriveranno

CP

~TP
T~0vp

/'--. /'--. L:::,.
fF(1DOI1i) T De C t molti

.ft
aniveranno

Here, the clitic attaches to CO in the overt syntu, though the Connal features

of the T-argument, moUi, must wait (by Procrastinate) until LF to adjoin to

-ro-, where the arrument's Case-feature is checked. Weak F_(C) further

attracts~ - specifically, the [tense] F ofT, in addition to the [event] F of

the argument -, and the muimaI head adjoins to C. The relevant features

are checlc.ed, and ne, being contained within the same minimal head (e) that

dominates the formal features of the argument is able to bind (and quantify)

the argument. The derivation thus converges.

2.lJ.2 The polJitlon of IYJltactic objec&a in Italian A6soluIe Put
l'ankipk1''''-. m

I now examine the so-called. Absolute Past Participle Phrases (APPPs)

in Italian, discussed in BeUetti (1981), Belletti (1990: specifically, Chapter

Two), and Belletti (1992). First, I will introduce lOme of the more wient

characteristics of the Italian APPP. I then demonstrate that a certain

since covert raiaina' of1" to C' bere would derive the same efl'eeta.
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construction in European Portuguese shows suspicious similarities with the

Italian clause in question. I ofter an analysis of the Portueuese construction,

which. in tum. also provides me with an account of the Italian APPP initially

considered,

The properties characteriaing these COl1ltructions which interest me

here are eumpli1ied in (79):-

(79) L Arrivata iof$"me. Gianni tiro un sospiro di sollievo.
arrived(fs) 1<NOMYme(ACO G. drew a sigh of relief
'I [having] arrived. Gianni was relieved'

b. Conosciuta mcf4'io, bai cominciato ad apprc~ i1 mare.
known(fs) me(ACC)/l(NOM) you started to like the seaside
'[Having] known me, you started liking the seaside'

.. Te1efonato Gianni, Maria and?> all'appunwnemo.
telephoned(ms) G. M. went to.the appointment

d. .. Salutata Maria da Gianni, tutti uscirono dalla saIa.
greeted(fs) M. by G. everyone wenLoul of.the room

As Belletti notes, APPPs lack: full temporal specification. Because of this fact.

Belletti a8SUD1es TO to be absent in such constructions, allowing a (minimal)

structure 88 in (SO) for APPPs:

(80) CP

~~
Agr VP

NP~'
'~

V NP,

• Unl~. otherwi.e DOted, .11 uample Mntenees found in thi••ubMeUon are taken from
Belletti (1992). Fim penon verbal qreement also sho",. feminine qreemenL
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Let us first examine the APPP in (79a) with an unaceusative verb. The first

important observation ia that the order in the constituents in the APPP in

(79a) ia mandatory, the T-argument being unable to appear in front of the

verb. ulhown by the impoeaibility of (81):

(81) • Maria arrivata. __.
Maria arrived(rs)

Therefore. if the T.argument baa raised in the clause to the Spec of Agr, for

whatever reason, the verb muat be adjoined to C. That the T-&riWOent has

overtly raised out of its bale-generated position as the complement of V is a

forced conclusion for Belletti. since she demonstrates that ne-elitieisation

cannot take place in APPPs with an unaccusative verb, as shown in (82):51

(82) a. Arrivati parecehi invitati. la festa cominci~_

arrived(p) many guests the party began
'Many guestS [having] arrived. the party began'

b. • Arrivatinl'pareccbi....
arrived(p)-or.them many

But, recall that the approach to ne-clitieisation sketched out above suggests

that the well-fonnednesl of the construction is not dependent upon the

availability of ne for extraction. but. rather, that ne, attached to Co, be able to

c-command the re<:onstruction site of the category that it modifies. So,

according to this approach, the T·areument in the APPPs in (79&) and (82&)

cannot reconstruct to a position lower than r:. One means of ensuring that

lit Worth pointirlf Ollt here i. the ract that lIe-cliticbation within tran.itive APPPlI is possible.
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the T-arrumentl in these phrases will not be reconstructed below CO is to

suppose that they alwaYl raise directly from their vp·internal position to

[Spec,Cl to check the propoaed [event] feature of CO . Noticeably, thi8 forces a

slightly d:i1I'erent status for the strength parameter of the [event] feature of CO

between simple clauses and APPP. in Italian. Specifically, I concluded

above, in 12.3.1, that the feature strength of F_(C) in Italian is optionally

strong in simple clausea, yet in APPPs it must be uniformly strong in order to

account for the impossibility of (82b). Following Belletti's suggestion that

APPPs lack a T head may provide me with 8omethin&" oC an explanation of

this distinction, in that V, unable to check. ita V-features against T (since it is

absent in this sort of clause) is forced to adjoin to CO to have these features

checked.- While I conclude with Benetti, then, that T·argwnents obligatorily

raise overtly from their vp·intemal positions in APPPs, I differ from her in

the proposed landing site - here, drawn by strong F....,<C) to [Spec,Cl; for

Belletti, [Spec,Agr].lIl Still, the obligatory word order of past participle-To

argument remains unexplained. for me, as does the availability oC nominative

Case Cor the T-argument. I turn first to the problem raised by the latter fact,

returning to the former in due course.

As is well-known since Rizzi (1982) and Raposo (1987), both Italian

and European Portueuese (EP) allow DOminative DPs in certain non-finite

I mlCllJI thil below.
• Not a vary pod explanation. to be lUte, and one that will be dropped.bortly.
a It is not entirely clear what lort offe.tu.te of~ (Of. more precisely,~)mi(bt attrlct
the T-arrument undef Belletti', approach. The question bec:omes inelevant if our analysis
P'fovessuccetst'ui.
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clauses: for Italian, the gerundival construction exemplified in (83); for EP,

the inflected (or, personal) infinitive construction, exemplified. in (84). That A

and ~aqumeDtsof both finite and DOn-finite clauses in EP raise overtly out

of their VP-internal position is fairly well attested (see Raposo (1987),

Murasugi (1992». If this raisinC is to the Spec of r (here, [Spec,T]), the

auxiliary in (84) must occupy a position at least 88 high 88 CO.

(83) Avendo tu lC1efonatO alia polizia, ..
having you(s) re1ephoned IO.the police
'you(s) having telephoned the police, .•• '

(Rizzi (l982:129»

An immediate observation which must be made is that both the Italian

genmdival and EP inflected infinitive constructions are able to Ucense (overt)

nominative A- and S-arguments, while this is impossible in Italian APPPs, as

shown by the ungrammaticality of (79c), repeated bere as (85):

(8S) • Telefonato Gianni, Maria andb all'appuniamenlO.
telephoned(ms) G. M. went IO-Ihe appoinunent

Therefore, care mUlt be taken not to equate the Italian gerundival phrases

and APPPs. Rather, in what follows, I intend solely to demonstrate tbe

viability of Case-checking in [Spec,C] in terms of these other constructions,

and to show that related operations can uplain the licensing of nominative

Case in some APPPs. I restrict my attention to the EP inflected infinitive
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clause, though, hopefully, the facts of the Italian gerundive construction

follow from the account offered.

2.3.3 _ ...... Portup_ and lbe .......... pn>porlIeo ore'

The problem, in short,. is that the claim that infinitival tense ([-finite]

TI) checks null Case-features, ifunqualified, is insufficient to account for the

distribution of Case in EP in1le<:teci infinitive clauses. The kemel of a

solution is found in Stowell (1982), who observes that ECM/raising

constroctioD1l are temporally dependent upon the main verb of their matrix

clause, while control structures need not be." Stowell suggests that by

locating tense in COMP, many facts could be accounted for ifECM-type verbs

select S <IP) complements, whereas control predicates select S' (CP)

complements. While such a view will not exactly be taken here, a fact

worthy of consideration is that a nominative DP is licensed in EP non-finite

clauses apparently only when there is overt verbal material in COMP. lI!

Developing on Stowell's abservation, Martin (1995) proposes that the

feature content of 'r<' in control structures ditTers from that of TO in

• The reader 'trill note that this il ltated vquely eoouch to avoid a necenary dilcussion of
the counterevidence which Hornstein (1990) pl'Hentll to Stowell'l initial propcNlal that control
stTucturel an never temporally dependent upon their matrix predicate. I will not proceed
alone the Itriet lines of Stowell's analysis far mouch to make discullion of Hornstein's
conoern'l nec:euuy.
-Notably, the lituation in Balkan <Albanian. Modem Greek. Rumanian) subjunctive clausel
is remarkably liatil... to wbat we find -.nth EP inflected infinitives, in that a nOoUnative
DP/pNJ is licensed only wben the verb moves into COMP (see, for example, Rivero (1990).
Varlakolta" Hornstein (1993), and Watanabe U993b). Indeed, the Balkan lanrulli"es
employ Nbjunc:tive tomplementl in much the lalIIe way that the Germanic and westem
Romance lanruqu employ infiDitival tomplementl, thoucb it is worth obIerviDc that any
&u.irfulattempt to extend the analy.u oIt.be EP intlected infinitive found here to the Balkan
subjunctive (or vice versa: neithe!' of which we attempt here) would Decessarily need to
aUWlle that the Balkan IUbjunctive clause il non·finite, or, at lea.st, in Watanabe'l terms,
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ECMlraising constructions, an idea which I have already adopted in

discussion of the Mayan non-6.nite clauses in 11.4.3.1. The relevant

diff'erence in the two typee of heads, for Martin,liea in the [tense] feature and

ita interaction with the [finite] feature. Control and ECMlraising

constructions, both [-finite], difFer in that the T head of control structures

has an unspecified [+tenae] feature, while the T head or ECMlraising verbs

has a [-tense] feature. The resultant distinctions are schematically

illustrated in the chart in (86):

<'6) Type 01 dause Feature properties Case-chtddn&: ability 01 T'.....
jinitecfmae [+finile] checks nominative Case

[+t<nSe]

[+fmilel
Hense]

cOfltrolstrvctll.re [-finilC] checks null Case
[+tense]

ECMhaising [-finile] does not check Case
cO'tStrvction [--lensej·

The relevant EP data is represented in (87) and (88):«1

(87) a. • Eu pensolafmno [algumas pessoas terem comprado esse livro).
I thinklclaim some people to-have-3pAGR bought that book:
'I thinklclaim that some people bave boUght that book'

b. Eu pensolafirmo [terem algumas pcssoas comprado es.se livre].
I thinklclaim to-have-3pAGR SOIDe people bought that book

c. • Eu pensoIafirmo (compraum algumas pessoas esse livre).
1 thinklclaim to-buy-3pAGR SOIDe people that book

-defeetivein tense-.
• Perbaps subjec:t to parametrie yariation. See Watanabe (19938) for disc:uslion.
II' Enclisb elosJes IU'e only IpprOlrimations.
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(88) a. Eu lamentolaprovo (algumas pessoas tere", compndo esse livroJ.
1regrerlapprove some people lO-bave-JpAGR bought that boole
'I repetlapprove that some people have bought that boole'

b. Eu lamentolaprovo [teUM alJWDas pessoas comprado esse livro].
1regret/approve to-have-JpAGR some people bought that boole

c. • Eu lamentolaprovo (comprartm algumas pessoas esse livro].

In (87), where the in11eeted non-finite clauee acts as the complement of an

epistemicfdeelarative predicate, the arrument licensed as nominative must

follow the in1lected infinitive. This is contrary to the evidence from

embedded complement clause! of factive verbs, where no such constraint on

the order ofconstituents holds, as can be seen in (88). In the (c) examples of

(87) and (88), we see that it is a constraint of both types of complement

clauses that the main verb does not appear to be able to move past the

nominative Case-marked OP.-

Followin& the approach outlined thus far, I first examine the inflected

non-finite complement clauses ofepistemicldeclarative verbs.

I propose that the EP inflected infinitive bears a [+subjunctive]

feature. The presence of this feature, I will show, is not only the defining

property which distinguishes inflected infinitives from 'standard' infinitives,

but also accounts for the availability of nominative Case in the EP inOected

non-finite constructioDB. 1propose that,lik.e the feature combination [-finite!

• Volitional predicates !JUlY Dever take an inflected llOII-furite claUM as their complement in
EP. I wm notdiuun the relevant data here (see Raposo (1987:98-101) for lome dilCUSsion),
thouah I luaut belo.... that their impo"ibility (ollowl natunlly from the account offered.
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+tense), which is able to license null Case, the feature combination [-finite!

+subjunetive) is also able to licenae structural case. In EP, thia Case is

morpholoeicaUy spelled-out aa nominative. A further property of the

[+subjunctive) F ill that it can only be checked and erased in a checking

relation with the feature [+tenae,), a property of the head T. Such checking

erases both features, artd I demonstrate that this proceu provides crucial

insights into the properties of DOn·flnite clauses in general, and control

structures in particular.

I first briefly consider how this treatment works out in finite clauses,

and conclude that the implications are more interesting in their non-finite

counterparts. In a finite clause, the [+subjunetive) feature of a (subjunctive)

verb must raise to be cheeked by the [+tense) feature ofT". Both features are

erased, and 1'" is lea with only its [+finite) feature. This feature, I assume, is

capable of checking nominative case. A derivation, then, is allowed to

proceed with nominative case heine checked by 'f'!:5

The situation is DOt quite as atraiehtforward in the inflected. infinitive

construction, where T" has a [-6.nite) F. U'f'! ill inserted with a [+tenseJ F,

• Note aow that the obvious cap in the chart in (86) ha. been 611ed ia. Finite da~ in
which T' laclu a [+tente) featun are .ubjwac:tive clallMI, and T' in theM c:taUNI c:he<:ks
aomiaative Cue. Semaatic:ally, at lealt, sucb an analyti. makel IenM: SutdWlC:tive eJauses,
by their very de6Ditive, lack temporal .peeffication. I take thi, up in more detail in
Wharnm {in prepl.
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then the inflected infinitive can raise to ro to have its [+subjunctive) feature

cheeked. Both features are erased, and ro is left encoding only the pt'Operty

[-6nite] F. This feature, aecording to Martin's (1995) proposal, is incapable

of checking any Case-feature on its own. AI, such. we can rule out roos

insertion into these clauses bearing a [+tenae] feature; nit is, the argument

which needs to have ite Case-feature eheeked by ro can never have that

feature checked. Insertion of or' encodiDe' [-finite) and [+tense] features into

these clauses will always result in an illegitimate derivation.

The alternative is ~s insertion with [-finite} and [-tense] features. In

such a structure, the [+subjunctive] F of the inflected infinitive will not be

able to be checked by any property of TO, and must raise to a position wbere it

can be checked. Recall that I have argued on independent erounds, in 12.2 of

this thesis, that Co contains an [event} feature, and I suggest here that it is

this feature which attracts the (+subjunctive] feature of the inflected

infinitive (VO) to C, raising through oro. Thus, the present approach ensures,

if the [event] feature of CO which attracts [+subjunctive] F is strong, that the

verb will be carried along to CO, a fact which appears to characterise these

construetions (see Rizzi (1982), Raposo (1987».

Now consider the non-inflected infinitive counterparts to the forms

being discuased, as illustrated in the examples in (90):

(90) a. EJes querem [PRO aprovar a proposal.
"They want to approve the proposal'
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b. Eu lamento [PRO tercomprado 0 livro].
'I regret having bought the book-

The infinitive in these cases baa DO [+subjunctive] feature to be checked, 80 if

Tl i, inHrted into these structures with a [+t.ense] F, then [+tense] F will

remain. Suppose that'ro i, speci.6.ed for [-finite] and [+tense] features upon

insertion into the8e c1aUtret. Both features remain, and are, together, able to

check: null Case. PRO, then, can be licensed in thne clauses, but not when

the verb bean a [+subjunctivel F. What about the alternative, where Tl is

inserted with a [-6.nitel F and an [-tense) F? No [+subjunctive] F is available

to combine with [-finitel to check structural Case, and nor can null Case be

checked, since no (+tensel feature is available to combine with [-6nite] F.

The Case-feature of whatever argument is normally checked by Tl remains

unchecked, and the derivation crashes. The alternative is therefore excluded,

since it always leads to an illegitimate derivation, and the (non-subjunctive)

non-finites must be control structures.

In light of these proposals, I return to examination of the data found in

(87), partiaUy repeated here as (91) (I will return to B treatment of the

example in (B7c», where the inOected non·6.nite clause acts as an embedded.

complement to an epietemicfdedarative predicate:

(91) a. • Eupensolafinno[algumaspessoastefltm compradoesselivro].
I dtinkfclaim some people to-have-3pAGR bought that book

b. Eu pensolafmno (tefltm algumas pessoas comprado esse livre).
I think/claim to-have-3pAGRsome people bought that book
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I will 8&8ume the intermediate structures shown in (92) for the derivations

which retult in the unrrammatical (91a) and the gnmmatica1 (91b),

respecti.vely, where OP l aesse lwro 'that book' and OP1-al1rumas pu$OO$ 'some

people':

(92) L V

~
V OP1.......,

b.

The next step in the derivation foUowU1& (92d) is to merp T with V, followed

by C's merger with T. Here, the strong [event] featW'e of (fJ bas at least two

roles to play in the derivation. First, it is r'e8ponsible for checking the

[+lJUbjunctive] feature ofVO. Hence, VO raises via XO-movement to adjoin to

Co. The [event] feature of Co is not, of course, [ten8e] per H, 10 it is incapable

of erasing [+8ubjunctive] F, though it can check it. Seeond, the [event]

feature attracts the [event] featW'e of DPt> the external argument (as

discussed in §2.2l, and DP2 raises overtly to [spec,e] where the feature is
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cheeked, as is its nominative Case-feature by the combination of [-finite] and

[+subjunctive] features, contained within CO-. The structure in (93)

represents the proposed derivation:

Covertly, the weak accusative Case-feature ofy attracts the Case-feature of

the internal argument, and FF<DPl ) adjoin to t-.

The mysterious availability of nominative ease in such constructions

now has an aeeount. Still, the obligatory word-order in which the in1leeted

infinitive auxiliary mwt precede the argument licensed as nominative

remains unexplained. For one reason or another, the inOeeted infinitive

auxiliary must raise into a secondary C head, forcing a CP-recursion

structure as in (94):

(94) [Cf2 [Ct teremJ-C" b. DP2 t [tp ... J)]
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What I will areue here is that further raisine' of co-. to adjoin to a

higher CO is a seleetional property of the matrix predicate. Note that my

immediate concern is with clausal complements of epistemicldeclarative

predicates, which take non-propositional <i.e., euentive) clausal complements.

What is important to note is that epistemicldeclarative predicates require

that their dausal complements have an eventive reading. I will suggest that

a clause which lacks temporal specification (that is, any clause which does

not contain a T head specified for a [+tense] feature) can be interpreted as

relating an event if and only if the [event] feature which I have proposed as a

property of Co is able to bind all areuments in its clause. lfthis is so, then an

account of the word-order requirements of both epistemiddeclarative and

factive clausal complements is easily achieved. Epistemicldeclarative

predicates require their clausal complements to be eventive, 80 the C head in

such clauses, if its Spec position is filled by an argumental category, is

obliied to raise to a secondary CO in order to bind that argument. Otherwise,

the clause is uninterpretable as an event, as required by the selectional

properties of the matrix verb. Factive verbs, on the other hand, may take

eventive clausal complements, though they are not obliged to do so, selecting

also propositional clauses as their complements. Consider aaain the

sentences in (88a and b), repeated here 88 (95):

(95) a. Eu lamento [aleumas pessoas rerem comprado esse Iivro].
I regret some people to-have·3pAGR bought that book

b. Eu lamento [terem alawnas pessoas cornprado esse livre).
I regret to-bave·3pAGR some people bought that book
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Telling were my consultant's responses to the above sentences. Translating

the sentence in (96b) .. "I regret that some people have bought that book",

she offered the rollowing ror the eentence in (95a): -[ rqret it', well, not so

much that they bought the book... well... OK, it's more like 'some people

bought that book and [regret that I couldn't stop them'."

Even more tellin&' is the raet,. noted by Raposo (l987:98J1l.21», that the

EP inflected non-finite clausal complements or epistemicfdee1arative matrix

verbs require the presence or an auxiliary or modal verb to take the

inflectional endini", while clausal complements or factives do not. Observe

the contrast in grammaticality between the sentence in (961) and the one in

(96b),

(96) a. • Eu penso [os deputados comprarem
I think the deputies lo-buy-3pAGR

esse livre).
thai book

b. Eu Iamento [os dcputados compraw'l esse livre].
I regret the deputies to-buy·3pAGR that book

Consider the derivation required to represent the sentence in (961). The verb

raises to CO to check its (+subjunctiveJ reature against (event] F. Further, if

an eventive interpretation of the clause ia required by the matrh predicate,

lUI it is in (961), the complex bead will bave to further raise to a secondary CO

so that the (event] feature can bind the enemaJ. argument in (Spec,C]. The

structure in (97) represents the relevant part of the derivation:
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(97)

Note, however, that the weak ease-feature oC the internal argument, DP l •

has not yet been checked. and must covertly raise to adjoin to C2- to be

checked by!. In doing so, the obligatory binding relation in EPt where A·

arguments asymmetrically c-command O-lIl'IWJleots, is reversed. 'II Thus. the

lower clause in (96b) becomes uninterpretable, and the derivation fails.

In (96b>, where the C head (specifically, that head's [event] feature) of

the inflected non·finite clause is not required to raise past the enema!

argument in (Spec,C), the formal features of OP I , the internal argument,

raise to adjoin to co-. where its Case-feature can be checked by !> deriving

(98),

1II 1 will. IUPpo.. that the uninterpretability of the clause derives from the fact that the
[event] F of DPI (created on that afl\Ullent _hen the verb disch_qt. ita event-fi)le. 8!

diseusMd in 12.2) must bind.lI other arruments in the clause. In the above case, it cannot.
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(98) CP
/"--.
D~

/"--.~
FRDP,) C DP1

.f"c
A~
v <

Note now that both arguments stand in their typical binding relation to each

other (Le., the A·argument c-eommands (the formal features 00 the 0

argument). The event feature does not bind either argument,lI though an

eventive interpretation of the clause is not required by the matrix verb, 80 the

derivation converres."

Here, too, we have an account of the impossibility of EP intlected non·

finite clauses as complements of volitional predicates. Following my proposal

in §2.2 above for English that volitional verbs, such as want, never select an

eventive CP-complement, yo can never bear a [+subjunctive] feature in such

non-finite clauses, since such a feature could never be checked.

Thus. I have supplied a fairly principled account of the availability of

nominative Case in the EP inflected infinitival clause, and of the word-order

11 Aquably. the [event] feature here i. able to bind the formal feature. of the iDtemal
arwument, DPt> a. I win 'ucrelt beklw that the feature becomes a Ibar«f property of ce-u

.

Important, tbouch, i. that the extemaIlII'JWDent, CPa. iD the proposed np1'eUDtation iD (98)
cannot be event-bound.
>2 The prediction ben il that an eventive nadin, of the lower claulf: in (96bl Ihould be
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constraint in such clauses acting as complements to epistemicfdeclarative

verbs. Having established that nominative Case-checking is possible within

a very restricted set of non-finite clauses, I now return to the construction

which prompted. such consideration - the Italian APPP.

2.8.. llaliall APPPa (m

I am now in a position to explain the availability of nominative Case

for the T-areument in the Italian APPP. Consider the example in (79a),

repeated here as (99):

(99) Arrivata io. Gianni tiro un sospiro di sollievo.
arrived(fs) I(NOM) G. d[CW a sigh of relief
'I [having] arrived, Gianni was relieved'

Suppose now that what makes nominative Case available in this construction

is precisely what makes it available in the European Portuguese inflected

non-finite clauses just di8CU88ed - the participle in (99), arrilJata, has a

[+subjunctivel feature. Again, Belletti's (1992) observance that APPPs lack

full temporal specification seems to tie in well with this type of analysis.

Moreover, if the facts of the Italian APPPs can be accounted for along the

lines of a subjunctive analysia, Martin's (1995) controlled -ro as [-fmite!

+tense] versus 'raising' -ro as [-finitel-tensel distinction suggests that no

special clausal structure need be attributed to these constructions. That is,

unlike Be1letti (1992), who suggests - as discuased in 12.3.2 - a ffiiuced

imponible. I have been unable to determine if this is so.
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clausal structure Cor the APPP, in that DO T bead is present, I will allow for

the bead's praence.

I DOW return to the relevant clause in the IeI1teDce in (99), and keep to

the propoeal that the participle there bean a [~ve) F. Familiar from

the EP coMtruction juat d:i.eeu.ued" the participle must raise to position

where its [+SUbjundi..l F can be checked. ConDder flnt the derivation if oro

is merged into the clause encoding [-finite) and [-tense) features.

[+subjunctive] F of VO cannot be checked by any Ceature of T' in the

derivation, 80 it mwt raise, carrying the verb, to acljoin to CJ, where it can be

checked by [event} F. The internal CT-) areument i. also attracted by the

[event} feature of CO, and rai8es to [Spec,C], where it can be checked for Case

by the feature combination [-finitel+lIubjunctive}.lllll The proposed

derivation is represented in (loo):

(100) CP

D~C.....~
.fc ('y"

.f'T 0 ...--
U A more principled, thouP ,tiU,ti(nllltory. account oltbel obliptory ovel1. reial", of the T·
arwumeat to [Spee,CJ In thue da\lH' thaD .a, offered In 12.3.2 above i, now polilble:
[event] ...hieb ebecks [lUbjuncdvel F I, a rtronr future in Italian•
.. AI. in EP, the Cue chedr.ed by tbne featul"8l is ,peJlId-out morphoklrically .. lIominative
iIlltaliaD.
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The availability of nominative Case in the clauses thus receives an account,

though the obligatory po$t ptJrticipk-DP word order remains unuplained.

Again, though, the analysis of the EP inOected non-finites h.. already

provided me with a plausible account. If these dauses must be interpreted as

an event, which appeara to be the cue, then F_CC) must raise to a second C

head, as shown in CI01), in order to event-bind the T-argument.

The fact that ne-cliticisation cannot take place in unaceusative APPPs

- mentioned briefly in §2.3.2, and with the relevant en.mple repeated here as

(102) - also follows from this analysis.

(102) • Arrivatine parecchi....
arrived(p)-of.them many

The current approach holds that ne attaches to CO, being licensed by some

property of that head. It may do so freely in CI02), but note that the head

must then raise to a eecondary CO, 80 that the (event] feature can bind the

internal argument, deriving the representation in (l03):
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The ditic M is DOW too deeply embedded within the mu:im.a1 head to bind the

araument, a. it mUll, 10 the impolSibility of leeitimate ne-cliticiaation in

theee claUlel ill explained.

The weU-formednels of the eentence in (99) bas now been accounted

for, though another po,sible derivation, in which a 'r' specified for [-finite]

and [+tense] features i, merged with V, remaina: to be considered. An

immediate account is available, api.n from the above analysis of the EP

inflected infinitives, where it was observed that such a derivation will fail,

since oro will be left with only a [-finite] feature. The Case-feature of the

argument (internal, in the present discu.ssion) will remain unchecked.

Nevertheless, we find that the control structure counterpart to the APPP in

(99) is perfectly acceptable, as shown in (104):

(104) Arrivata, Mariachiuso il dibattito.
arrived(fs) M. dosed the debale
'[Having] arrived, Maria closed the debate'

Apparently, the participle in Italian APPPs can optiooally be inserted with a

(+subjunctive] F. If the form is subjunctive, a clause Like the one in (99) is

possible; if the form il non-subjunctive, a control structure obtains. oro in the
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APPP in (104) must be inserted with a [+tenseJ feature, in addition to its [-

finiteJ feature, or the internal argument's Case-feature will remain

unchecked. In (104), then, [-finitel+tensel T'l checks null Case, liceMing a

PRO T-argument. For the UDaccuaative APPPs, both subjunctive and control

structure options are available.

It would, of course, be preferable not to require the stipulation that

participles are able to bear [+subjunctivel features only when they appear in

APPPs. Better, would be to derive its possibility from some principle that

es:cludes its possibility elsewhere. In this, Belletti's analysis offers several

intriguina insiIhts which seem promising, and I es:amine them now.

First, Beiletti observes that the transitive counterparts to the

unaccusative APPPs ezemplified in (99) and (04) must be control structures.

That is, the external argument in these clauses may never be lexically

realised. Observe the acceptability of the sentence in (7gb), repeated here as

005a), versus the total unerammaticality of (105b) (adapted. from Benetti

0992:32»:11

(105) L Conosciula meJ·io, hai cominciato ad apprezzare il mare.
known(fs) me<ACC)ll<NOM) you started to like the seaside
'(Having] known me, you su.ned liking the seaside'

b. • Conosciula Maria io•...
known(fs) M. I(N(}M)

111 For ,ood evidence that the verbs in the$e elauRs are active (i.e., non·palllive) transitives,
see especially Belletti (1992:31-34),



Following Belletti, I suppose that the external argument here is licensed as

PRO (under current aaaumptions, checked for null Case). We also lind that

ne-cliticisation. quantifyine the Q-argument, is perfectly acceptable in these

claUlell, entailing that ne, acijoined to Co, c-eommanda the O-aqument (or its

formal features) in theee clauses. Observe the perfect acceptability of the

transitive APPP in (106):

(06) Salutatent' tre, .
greeted-of.lhem lhree
'[Having) greeled three of them,.

(Bellcw (1992;32»)

Consider the required derivation if the transitive participle in (106)

were inserted. with a [+subjunetive] F. Entailed would be that T'be merged

into the structure lacking a [+tenseJ F, and that the participle be attracted

(overtly) by F.......iC) to check its [+subjunetive] feature. At this point, ne

could attach to Cfl, and the external (A·) argument could raise to [Spec,C] 

attracted there by the strong [event] feature of the C head. The external

argument should then be licensed for Case by the feature combination

[-finitel+subjunetivelofC-. The clause, however, would lack a [+tense]

feature, forcing the [eventl feature of Co to raiee to a position where it could

bind the external argument in [Spec,Cl, 80 that the clause could receive its

required evenuve interpretation. This does not seem overly problematic,

since it is almost precisely the same derivation which I proposed for the

unaccusative APPP in (99) above. Nonetheless, ne-cliticisation .hould not be

permitted, contrary to the facts observed in (106), and nominative Case

should be available for the external argument, shown in the sentences in
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(l05) to be impossible. But. observe that the Cue-feature of the internal

argument bu not yet been checked. aDd mU8t raiIe covenly to adjoin to

c"- to be c:becked by y. This, notably, bas come up before, in ruIine' out the

posaibility, in European Portuguese, of an epiatemicldeclarative verb

selecting an inflected DOD-finite complement cIa.... if'the inflected infinitive

is not an aUliliary. The enmple I UMd in (968) g repeated here .. (107):

(107) ~QII PortulU"
• Eu penso (os deputados comprartm

I think the deputies to-buy-3pAGR
esse livro).
that book

I suggested tbat tbe lower clause in (107) is uninterpretable, since the

required binding relation between the arguments i. violated when the formal

features oftbe internal &f"IWDeD.t raise to a position (adjoined to C2o-) which

dominates the uternal argument (Le., the [event) F of DP2 cannot bind

FF<DPt)}. Since the aoalym would appear to carry over fruitfully to the

Italian data bein&' discuued, I will keep it here. This, effectively, rules out

the possibility of • transitive participle in the Italian APPP constructions

being inBerted. with. [+subjtmctivel feature. If it is, the resultant clause will

always be uninterpretable.-

The requirement that transitive and unereative APPP. be control

structures has now been derived, and I can turn my attention to how such

clauses obtain. For reasons of apace, I will restrict my attention to the

II Thi. analy.i. also KCOWlU. with equ..1 efli.~cy. for the imponibility of unel'lative
[+.ubjUDCtivel putkiplu In theM da-. ace the iDt:OrPOrat.ed N will alway. have to raise
with the verb to an embedded poaition lIrithfD ea-·
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transitive cases, suggesting that the unergative derivations proceed with only

the obvious differences. The participle, necessarily laekin&' a [+subjunctive] F

as discuued. above, still raises to adjoin to oro - perhaps attracted there by

that head's [+tenae] feature, a feature UDDeO!!ssary, and, hence, disallowed in

the subjunctive unaccusative APPP considered in (99). Further raising of

'I"-, carryinJ along the participle, is required 80 that the [+ten.8e] F can be

checked against the [event] F of (fl. Note DOW that C- encodes a number of

features: the [event] F ofC; the [-6.nite] and [+tense] features ofT, capable of

checkine' null Case; and the feature of! which checks an accusative Case

feature. The external argument, attracted to [Spec,C] by the strong [event]

F, raises, and the possibility ofa feature mismatch - a conceptual assumption

which I adopt to rule out a plethora of unwanted derivations -, stated in (60l

and repeated here as (lOB), arises.

(108) F~arurtmismatch
Mismatch of featureS cancels the derivation.

(Chomsky (1995:309»

I will claim here, though, that the state of affairs excluded by (lOB) does not

hold for the proposed derivation. Sioee! is more deeply embedded within the

maximal head than is T, the [-finitel+tenae] features of T enter into a

checkine configuration with the external argument in [Spec,C] before the

[+8ccusative] F of! does. Thus, if the Case-feature of the external argument

matches the cheekin&' possibilities ofT, which here can check. only null Case,

then the Cue·features of both categories erase, and the derivation converges

up until this point. The checking configuration established between! and
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the external aqument in [Spec.C] no longer presents a problem: The Case

feature of the argument bas already been erased when the configuration

obtains, 80 00 mismatch oceun. Conaider the proposed representation in

(l09) for the well-formed transitive APPP in (106):

That ne-quantification of the ().argument in these constructions is

legitimate also follows from the proposed representation in (109). The clitic's

overt attachment to Co is followed by covert adjunction to that head by the

formal features of the internal argument, attracted there by the Case

checking feature ofy. The clitic, contained within the same head eC) to which

FFCintemal argument) is adjoined, is able to bind FFCintemal argument).

Further, the [event] F ofC does not have to - and, therefore, does not - raise

put the external argument in (Spec,Cl, since the [+tenael feature ofT checks

qainst F_,CC). Returning, then, to the concrete example of (106), the

external argument. PRO. is checked for ita proper (nulD Cue by the features

(-finite] and [+18nse]; the e:r:ternal argument. PRO, c-commands the
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argument feature of the O-argument. tre (in co-->; the c1itic ne binds the

formal features of the O-atgWIlent. and can therefore quantify it; and, the

clause ia: interpretable u relating an event. Jince a [+teD8e] F ~ available to

check the [......) Fore.

A further intriluioc upeet of the Italian APPP which Belletti (1992)

observes is that passive APPPs. like their transitive and unercative

counterp8r't8, allow only for control structures, disallowing their internal

argument from beinl lexically realised. Thus, the passive APPP stands in

contrast to the unaccuaative APPP, which, aa discuued above, dou allow for

a lexically realised intemal arcument (see, for example, the sentence in (99».

By all accounts, including my own. this is an unupected contrast - until this

point. I have been treating T· and D-aJ"IUfDenti as essentially identical.

Consider spin the ill-formed. eentence in (7911). repeated here aa (110a). and

compare it with the perfectly grammatical (11Ob), where the passive APPP is

a control structure:

(110) L • Salutata MariadaGianni.tuui uscironodalJa sala.
lftlC1Cd(fs) M. by G. everyone went-out of.the room

b. (PRO) Saluwa da tutti. Maria lascib Ia sala
poeeted(u) byeveryooe M. ieft the room

(Belleni (1992:22.40»

While [ will not attempt to present Belletti's analylris bere, she proposes that

the contrast lies in the passive participle', inability to nise to fiJ, from where

it can auien nominative Case to the lll'JUIDent in the Spec position of its
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complement AcrP (lee the partial representation in (SO»." This is

essentially the same propoaal that Belletti offen Cor the impossibility o( a

lexically reali-ed A'arrument in the t.:raamtive and unereative APPPs.

Specifically, abe aques that a tnnsitive vern. an accusative Cue-auiauer, is

prevented &om movina into c:fI, alao a position from which Cue is a.uiened.

Adoptin&, .. do I, a Baker, Johnson, I: Roberti (1989) analysis o(

paaeiviution which usip the passive morpholOlD" an areumental status,

Belletti argues that the transitive analysia should carry over to the paasives,

as well; The passive participle retains ita Cue-ueilJling status, and is

prevented from raiaing to f1J, where a Cue conflict would obtain.

[f trauitives are, in (act, restricted from raiaine to COMP in these

clauses, then BelleW's aqwnent that pauives should also be restricted from

doina so is convine:ing.- However, the observant reader will notice that I

have proposed that the transitive participle in these APPPs must raise to ~,

a requirement driven by overt attraction of the (+teMe] (eature o( T by the

(event] (eature o( C! (aee the repruentation in (09). BeUetti's analysis

would then seem to be incompatible with the preaent accounL Nevertheless,

our common assumption that the pusive morphology haa an areumental

atattu offers me a (aidy lrimple explanation (or the ungrammaticality o( the

aentence in (110a). The passive APPP found there is, in Cact, ruled out for

exactly the ume reaaon that the non-controUed transitive and unergative

'" Short thrift., indeed, ror wNt I &d to be ber extnlmely iDwnstiD( analym.. However, (or
lack oftimeaad _pete, it win bave to ndIiee.
• In th. framework edopted hen. !hi_ propoaJ .uPt traa,late into • localised principle
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APpp, in (lOSb) and (79c), respectively, ate. Consider, brieOy, the by·now

familiar derivation required to produce the APPP in (llOa). Again, the

participle will be inaerted specified for a [+SUbjunctive] feature, necessitating

that T' be merpd. into the strocture 1ackina" a [+ten8e] F. The participle will

eventual1y have to raise to a IeCOnd C head, carried there by the requirement

that the [event] feature of C rai,e to a position from which it can bind the D·

argument in [Spec,C] - necellitated. by the clau,e', lack of temporal

specification (i.e., a [+tense] F of'r'). The passive morphology is now in a

position that dominate, the D·argu.ment, and the required binding relation

between the arguments in the language is reversed, resulting in an

uninterpretable derivation.lI The control structure for passive APPPs is,

therefore, forced..

While my analysis oftbe Italian APPPs differs from that of BeUetti's, it

shares her view that the iIl·formedness of non-controlled passive APPPs

should be e%plained via the same mechanism that rules out non-controlled

transitive and unergative APPPs. Further, the analysis proposed would

appear to account, with equal facility, for certain facets of both the inflected

non·finite clauses found in European POrWlW!8e and the Italian APPP

without need of substantial, or any, modification. Along the way, some

insights into the nature of non·finite clauses in ceneral, and control

structures in particular, were cleaned.

f'tltric:tiq~lmOVeDaeDtiD.t.oC".
.. Here, rar broader inli,ht,a into the more ,eneral requirement that pallivel in the
lanpa(el beiq prelelltly dilClllsed (i.e., the Romance \anruaceI. in addition t.o En,lish) be
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All 'subjects', then, I have areued, are not entirely created equal.

Chapter One discuaaed lOme o( the properties o( human language that do

appear to croup A-, 8-, T., and D-argum.entl under the label, to the uelusion

o( O·argumenta. The preaent chapter, however, beean with a reeumination

o( the standardly assumed. 'subject'fobjeet' eztractability asymmetry, and it

was strongly suuested that the aaymmetry, at least (or Enelish, could not be

strictly maintained. While assertion o( a distinction between A· and S

arguments and T- (and D.) arguments is certainly not new, dating back at

least to Perlmutter's (1978) U1UJCcuslJtiue Hypothesu, the analysis which

followed showed the distinction between the two types of arguments to

necessarily go further than simply positing their insertion/generation in

different A·positions.

A certain clause in Italian in which T-arguments may be lexically

realised, while A-, 8-, and (most interestingly) D.argum.ents may not, was

then considered. The analysis of the construction which I offered, an

utennon o( my account of the European Portuguese inftected non-finite

clause, diff'en from. Belletti's (1990,1992) analysis ofsame. Common to both

analyselll, however, is the conclusion that the unavailability of lexically

realised A-, 8-, or D·argumenta should be explained by eAentially the same

mechanism in each case.

selected by an auxiliary verb mieht be drawn.
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The most promising definition of'subje(:t.', then, is that the term refers

to whatever argument (or its formal features) occupies a bieber position than

all other (if any) argument. within its clause. Given this, ob6erving that a

subject always binds an object is somewhat akin to stating that X>Y because

X>Y. The obeervation may be true, but it is not very interesting. It says

nothing about wbat constitutes X. what properties of X make it ->Y"', nor

what the value ofX is. These questions are immeasurably more interesting,

and I have begun to address them in this chapter. I continue along this line

in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER III
E3 revisited:
Er~atiyity. economy. and [event]

In Chapter One of this thesis, J suggeated that the absence. or near absence,

of transitive non-finite control structures in ergative languages is derivable

from the ract that arguments checked for null Case (i.e., licensed 88 PRO) in

such languqes do Dot typically occupy a position where they can be

controlled from a bigher clause. My proposal there was somewhat imprecise,

but, in lirbt of the developments in the previous chapter. I am now in a

position to offer a more principled account of why this is the case.

That said, constraints of time and space will allow only a preliminary

glance at what I consider to be two of the more intrilfUine' characteristics of

ergative languages in general. The first, which received brief consideration

in Chapter One, is that A-arguments in ergative languages, as in accusative

languaps, appear to asymmetrically bind O-arguments.m The second, a

characteristic common to many of the ergative language., is that A·

arguments are totally restricted from undergoing A'-es.traction, such as

~ThOUfh8eeJohna (1996) for discunioll or. COllstnlction in Me lnuktitut dialect., Labrador
Inllttut, where. this is not 10 obvious.
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relativilation and wh-movement. On t.bit: latter point, I will restrict my

attention to the Inuktitut I.an.euaps.

I will arrue, in what follows. that whether' alanpqe baa an eqative

pattern of Cue-ebeetina or an accuu.tive pattem of Cue-ehedtine is

determined ltrictIy in t.etm.«economy, c1epmldina Oft the ttnneth of certain

features. I will demonatrate below, for u.ampJ.e, that the very difFerent Case

patterns of, say, En&lish and Inuktitut, essentially derive &om a single,

relatively minor' feature streqth parameter: In EDJlilh, the eaae.feature of

-ro is weak; in Inuktitut, it is strone.

3.1.1 On'~venue '-ted' pa&ta.

Recent years have teeD considerable dilCUUioD of 'crossing' venus

'nested' path movement ot DJNP arguments in eqative 1anguaees. It has

been claimed that nested paths are, in fact. ruled out of the grammar of

natural~. by principles ot economy (eee Bobaljik (1993), Chomsky

(1993), arooDg othen), and that stl'Uctura1 erptive ease must be ueoc:iated

with nominative Cue as heine cbecked by (+finitel or (possibly in the Spec

poaitiOD ofan~ bead dominatinc TP). Such claims are contrary to those of,

for eumple. Bittner (1987), Jow (1987,1992), Campana. (1992), Murasugi

(1992), and Phillips (19904b) (188 allo Bittner (1994) and Bittner &. Hale

(1996b) for related eonclusiona), where it is ar;ued that absolutive Case is 

in the terms of the framework al8umed here - checked by a feature property
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of'rl. The analysis which proceeds here adapts and then adopts the latter

view. and demonstrates that some apparent problems for this approach that

are raised in Bobaljik (l993) can be dealt with while still maintaining many

of Bobaijik's theoretical USumptiOll8.t:l

That is. [ argue that structural erptive is cheeked by a property oft.

and that it can be cheeked overtly on a category in [Spec.x] by the Case

feature of t if that Case-feature is strong. Chomsky (1995), on the other

hand. argues against the availability of (Spec,1Il as a legitimate checking

position. Since my analysis will contend that features can, in fact, be checked

in this position, it is worthwhile examining Chomsky's reasoning for

excl~tbisoption.

3.l.2 WbenMerp ...... Arg

The exclusion is motivated, in part, by consideration of elements such

as WMtMT, if, and, in many cases, expletives. Such categories are able to, or

must, satisfy other features while remaining in their Merged (that is, base)

position. Taking an oample, wMther in (Ill) is base-generated in the Spec

position of a (!l with a strong Q-feature. and is able to satisfy that feature in

that position:

(Ill) (I've never questioned) [et wh~rh~r CO [Jessie Helms is a fascistJl

... In pa1"ticular, I folklw Bobaljik in atoy ...umption that Bindin&' eonditionl bold only at LF
(see Chomlky (1993 et aeq.).
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So, at leut in some cases, the operation Meree can create a checking position.

But Chomsky argues that the generalisation cannot can'Y over to cases of

merger of an ezternal argument, DPz, with It thereby allowing DPz to carry

the Cue checked by ! (for the current discussion. I will refer to the structural

Case eheaed by (finite) 'ro as Case X, and that checked by t as Case n.
Chomsky achieves this by ucludinc eD:ension of the operation Attract to the

merger of argumentl. appealing to the notion that an argument constitutes a

nontrivial chain CH..(a,.t), where a baa raised for feature chedt:ing and t is in

a e·position (Chomsky (1995:311-312». I will take what I consider to be a

more minimalist approach, claiming that an argumentlnonargument

distinction in this respect. is unmotivated, and that the unwanted derivations

can be acluded by principles already available to the theory.1l

3.2 The econoaay of (erwl accul ativity

I claimed above that some of the most salient syntactic differences

between a language like English and one like Inulrtitut could be accounted

for by a single parameter determining the strength of the Case-feature of'J'O.

I will now explore how this could be, keeping first to those clauses projected

from strictly transitive (i.e., not unergative) verbs. Firat, I briefly review the

derivation which I proposed for standard English transitive clauses in §2.1.2

of this thesis.

·-In the rollowiD'leetion (13.2), DP, and DP, Ihould be read as interchanaeable with
intfrnol(Z~ntand fDfrnal aqrtIlnVlt, relpeetively.
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First. [ adopted Higginbotham's (1985) proposal that an <event> role is

one of the tbeta·propertin of. predicate, and that tbi& role is discharjie by a

verb at the point where T is meryed with the verbal projection (see 12.2).

Further, [ suggested that • specific: type orO-feature - an [event] feature - is

created on the argwnental cate&orY closest to the binding position of this role,

and that this feature is overtly attracted to [Spec,C] by a strong [event]

feature of CO. F_\(C) also, I proposed.. overtly attracts the [teD8e] feature of

TI, and TI raises to adjoin to (fJ, derivine the SpeU.()ut representation in

(112):

(112)

The external argument, DPt , is chec:ked overtly for case, by some feature oC-ro

when it raises to adjoin to C. The internal argument's Case·feature is

attracted by! in the covert syntu, and FF<DP1) raise to adjoin to r-s. The

muimal head! further raises at LF to adjoin to C--, so that the verb can be

checked for its various T· and V.feat\1reS':
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~ lack:inc a st:roae feature, notbinc is attracted to adjoin to that bead

or substitute into ita Spec: poIition overtly. Overt nisioc of the ertemaJ

argument is forced only by attraction to stnJD.c F_(C).

So far, I have been considering only the derivation foreed if the

external argument is inaerted with a Cue X feature and the internal

argument with a Cue Y feature. What happelUl if the extema1 argument is

inserted with a Case Y feature and the internal argument with a Case X

feature (that is. I am arlUinl, the canonical state of affairs in ergative

languages)'? Again. aaumina the UTAH (Baker (1988)). the internal

argument <Dp.) ia i.naerted as the sister of va, and the extema.l argument

CDP1) is merged with!. It is not at all apparent that the operation Merge

places DP1 in a e:heckin&' relation with t. since t in this case, I have

suggested. law a strong feature with which to 'attract' an argumental

feature. More obvious would be the ease ilDP, remains in [Spec;~ and the

Ca.ge-feature of t remai.n.s uncbecked throughout the overt synta:. Covertly,

when the Case-feature of t becomes 'syntactically active', the Spec-head

relation should constitute a legitimate checking c:onflgurati.on. I will propose,

then. the principle informally atated in (113), to be taken u a property of the

operation Merye:

(113) Merger of ex with p places ex and P in an immediac.ec;:hccltin~ oonfiguration iff ~

c;:ootains some strona feature capable of enlering into a relation with some feature
ofa, where p is any head (or feature) OOIItained within p-.
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DPl> however, is still the recipient oC the event-role or the transitive

verb, and its resultant (event] F is att:raeted by strong F_<C), canying along

the entire cateeory to (Spee,CJ, with its Case-Ceature as yet unchecked.

Rec:all, thoueh.. that I have artued independently that F_(C) also attracts

the [......J F alT", and T" ............y to ocijou. to C'. Suboequendy, the

Case X Ceature oC -ro and the Cue Y reature or DPt enter into a e:hecking

confieuration, and the derivation is canceled by (l08). The standardly

usumed pattern oCC... c:beekine in English - OPt by TO; DP, by '! - has

now been roreed, at least ror the stric:tly transitive clauses.

For the unerratives, I have argued that the incorporated internal

argument always enten into • possible checkine' relation with ! berore the

external arcument does, by virtue or a strong reature requirement ort that

vo-', carrying the incorporated aqu.ment, must nile to check beCore ! can

be merged with f'urther structure. The Case-reatun or t al.ays beine

checked prior to the external argument's illMrtion into a legitimate

derivation, the iuerUon oC OPI with a Cue X reature, able to be checked by

-ro, is rorced it the derivation is to converge. The internal argument or an

unaccusa.tive, too, must be spec:i&ed ror a Cue X Ceature, since unaccusatives

do not project a ! head, and, thereCore, DO po.sibility ror the c:heclring or a

Case Y feature wits.

The state or Cue c:becking affairs hu DOW been fixed for English: The

Case·reatores of A·, 8-, and T·arcumentB can only be checked by some
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property of 'r'; the Case-features of O-areuments and the (incorporated)

complements ofunergative predicates can only be ehecked by a property oft.

Any such araument bearing features not conforming to the above

specificatiODI which is inserted into a derivation will force that derivation to

crash. What. then. is the forced derivation of a clause ifTl is specified for a

strong Case-feature? [turn to this now, claiming that the result is an

ergative pattern ofCase-dleclrin,.

Maintaining the same set of 88sumptions as [ did above for English,

where the Case-feature of Tl was proposed to be weak, the arguments of

unergatives and UDaCCWl8tives should pattern identically with respect to

their Case-features there, whether the Case-feature of -ro is strong or weak,

since their required Case-feature association is established before TO is

projected. Consider, though, the derivation of a transitive clause under these

circumstances.

Suppose, fint, the state of affairs required in English, where the

external aqwnent is specitled for a Cue X feature upon ita insertion, and

the internal arrument for a Case Y feature. T", when merged, has a strong

Case X feature which overtly atuacts OP, into its Spec position. The Case X

features of both categories are cheeked and erased, and C is merged with

T(P). Strong F._\(C) then attracts the [event] F of OP" created on that
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argument when it receives the event-role of the transitive verb, and DP2

raises to (Spec,e]. Covertly, the Case-featun! ofDPI raises to r, attracted

by the Cue Y feature of that bead. t:- then raisel to adjoin to CO-, 10 that

the verb can check itl featurel apinilt T, and, possibly, C. The derivation

would appear to eonverp, all required features beinc checked. Call this

derivation A.

Consider now, however, the alternative numeration, where the

external argument is selected with a Case Y feature, and the internal

argument with a Case Xfeature.

yo still raises overtly to adjoin to t, as it mUlt, to cheektl strong V·

feature(I). The external argument, merred with L does not enter into a

checlring configuration with any feature oft-, by (113). 'rI is projected, and

its strong Case X feature is satisfied by the internal argument's raising to

[Spec,Tlt attracted overtly by that feature. C is then merged with T(P), and

the [event] F of C attracts oro (specifically, its [tense] feature). The [event] F

of DPJ , created in its theta-marking, is also attracted by strong F_ICC), and

DP2 raises directly from [Spec,!l to [Spec;C) prior to Spell·Out. DPJ cannot be

checked for Case in the overt syntaz, but at LF, either its copy in (Spec,Y] can

be checked by the Case Y feature of! in situ, or, more likely, its copy in

(Spec,C] can be checked. by! when y-- necessarily raises to adjoin to C- to

be checked against T, contained within that maximal head. Notice that the

initial substitution of DP2 into [Spec,C] does not present a possible Case
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mismatch violation between the Case Y Ceature oC DP2 and any Ceature of T.

contained within C--: T at this point has no Case·Ceature, it heine" already

both chec::ked and erased againatDP. in [Spec.T]. So, this derivation - call it

duWation B - would also appear to converge.

I am left with two possible LF representatioD8, both competing to

derive the tranaitive clause oCwhatever, iCany,language I am attempting to

analyse. Consider the proP08ed LF representations oC derivation A and

deriuotion B in (n"a) and (U4b), respectively:

But, in Cact, only the derivation in (114b) can converre, since the numeration

selected for the derivation in (U4a) results in a less economical derivation

than the one that results in (U4b). In (U".), the operation AttractIMove

must apply twice overtly to raise DP1 to [Spec,C), and. covertly, it must 8pply

once in raising FFCDP I ) to adjoin to t-. In (U'b), on the other hand, two

overt applications of the operation. once on DP\ and once on DP2' are

sufficient to move the argumeDts into their respective Case--checlring position.
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r, containing V, must raise to co-- at any rate to be checked against T,

and checks the Case Y feature of DP! 88 a -me rider", a coatless operation.

The representation in (114a) violates economy, and 80 is ruled out as a

leptimate derivation. Economy forces the Case-feature of DP I to be checked

by some feature of TO, and the ease..feature or DP! to be checked by some

feature oft. Economy, in eaaeDC8. forces erptirity in such a clause, and the

result is the Case cbecJtin& patterns ofa Iancuaee like Inuktitut.

Consider the basic Inuktitut sentences in (115), where the verb in each

is transitive:

(15) a. anguli-up amaq taku-vaa
man-ERG woman(ABS) see-ind,3s13s
'tbeman w.eslsawthe woman'

b. arna-up tuktu niri-vaa
woman-ERG caribou<ABS) eat-ind.3s13s
'the woman eatsfale the caribou'

(Johns (l987:17.40»)

Under the approach here, the A-argument in the above sentences occupies

[Spec,C] and the O-argument occupies [Spec.T1 at the point of Spell-Out to

the phonological component of the grammar. The unmarked SOV word-ord"'r

of the language is also derived, the verbal complez contained within~ only

raising to adjoin to co-- at LF. The movement of DPs does not technically

create 'nested' paths, as in the ergativity analyses of both Campana (1992)

and Murasugi (1992), though it rouebJy shares their conclusions regarding

which Case is associated with which head: Structural abso[utive Case is
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checked by [+finite] 'rI. and st:ruetural uplift Cue is checked by. feature

oft·-

"" Iloboijil< (1993) -..... bowevor. both Com....•• and AI........'.

anaIysea; ot • tranlitive claUM in an uptift lancuaae propote that the

abeolutive DP i. cbe<:bd Cor Cue in a poIition which dominatel the position

where the Cue-feature of the ervative DP is IicenMd. For convenience of

reference, I provide, in (116) and (117), the repreeent8tions or an (ergative)

transitive clau.e propoHd. by both researchen. in addition to Boba1jik's

proposed representation oCsuch a clause, shown in (118) (ignoring, in each

case, possible XO·movement):

(l18) BobiIIjlk(l993)

CP

0Jz
OPJ }-(.

"I' 1P

.{'7:
DP,X

"I' VP

D0·
~,

• Intereltincly, whil. the propoaal blftl edoptl u_tiall,. the _. -ort of Cu~eckil1&'
rel.tioal p1'OpOHd ia Campana (1992) aDd Mun.luri (1992) (01' .rptive Ian...... It
lugem that the DIN!' 1ll00000eat whieb deriva the YiMlility of thele cbeckinl' relations
proceeds in a lIlantler that shows much panllel UI the type o( movement that JoMs
(1987,1992) PropoHI in her 'nominalist' aDalysa ollauktiwt..
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The representatione proposed by both Campana (116) and Murasugi (117)

predi< , incorrectly, Bobaljik points out, that O-arguments in ergative

lanpages sbould bind A-arlfUIllents in tranlritive clauses iC Binding

conditione bold only at LF, an approach which be assumes. The Cact is not

especially problematic Cor either Campana or M1JI1UUIi, since they both take

the view that Bindin& relations can be establiahed at S-Structure. The fact is

important here, however, since I have adopted Bobaljik's assumption of

Binding as an LF phenomenon. Consider aeain, however, the derivation

proposed in (1l4b), which, in £act, makes the COrTeCt prediction under CW'Tent

assumptions. The A-argument, checked for Case in [Spec,C] at LF, does not

undergo reconstruction back into [Spec,!], and it can properly bind the 0

argument in [Spec,T].

The availability of anaphoric O-areuments taking A-argument

antecedents in ergative languages, then, is expected, as are the Weak

Crossover effects in Basque which Bobaljik points out. Bobaljik (1993:58)

suggests that the required Bindin&" relatione observable in ergative languages

make an analysis positing the abaolutive Cue oferptive languages and the

nominative Case of aecusative languages to be checked by the same head

impossible to maintain_ However, the Binding concerns raised in Bobaljik

(1993) with such an approach (as is found here), effectively disappear under

the current proposal, since the analysis here holds that the O-argument
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checked for absolutive Cue in [Spec:,Tl U e.<:oltlJJ1&D.ded by (the formal

features 00 the A-llI'J'llD'eOl,. cbecked for Cue by! in [Spec,C].

Under thi. account, DP movement in an unac:cuaative daUM in a

languace like Enlli.h i. identical to the DP movement fon:ed in an

unacc:usa.tive dauee in 81an1uaee like Inulttitut. h1 both lanIuages, the sole

argument is inserted as the complement ofve', and receives an [event] F by

virtue of receivinr the event-role of the predicate. The argument raises

overtly to [Spec,Tl - in Enllisb, attracted there by 8 Itrang D-feature (see

12.1); in Inuktitut, attracted by a strong Case-feature -, its Cue-feature is

checked by some property of 'f'I, and it then raiM' to [Spec,e], ita (event] F

attracted by stronr F_t(C). Unergative daule', too, proceed somewhat

similarly in the two types of languages, though with one notable difference:

In English-type lanrua,es, S-argu.m.enta rai.ae direetly to [spec,e] to be

cbecked for both their Case and [event] featureI; in lnuktitut-type 1anguares,

S-argumentl also raise to [Spec,Cl, but must rai.Ie via [Spec,Tl, driven there

to satisfy the stronr CaJe.feature oCTO before further.tructure <i.e., C) can be

merpi. As such, we should expect S-arpmenta in lnuktitut to pattern alike

to T- and O-arrumentl in their accessibility to extraction, unlike the

situation in Eqliah, where S- and A-argumentl pattern ali.ke, in this respect

(see 12.1). A further, tbourh lell obvious, prediction is that A-arguments in

lnuktitut should be totally unavailable for overt A'-extraction. I will take

this up briefly now.



3.2.2.1 Relativiutlon in lDukdtat

Although I am not aware oC a totally sati8Cactory account oC the

structure oC the relative clause (Cor some 8Ui'fHtions, see. among many

others. Chomsky (1973>, Abney (1987), Rizzi (1990), and Law (1991b», I

assume that it at least involves a relative bead and a co-indezed operator in

COMP, as shown in (120) Cor the English relative clause in (119):"

(119) The dog that buried the bone.

(120) O"'""j... C-

Op0
~

t;•..

In Inuktitut, relativisation of g.. and a.arguments may proceed

directly, to the exclusion of A·arguments. Transitives verbs must be

antipassivised - essentially resulting in their A-arguments becoming S-

arguments - in order that their ezternaI argument may be available for

relativisation. This is illustrated in the examples in (121), where (121.)

shows a relativised S-argument and (121b) a relativised Q.argument. (121c)

demonstrates the unavailability of the A-argument to relativise until it is

derived, via antipaasivisation oCthe verb, into a S-argument U21d):

(I21) a. angut imngi-Iauq-tuq quviasuk-tuq
man(ABSj sing-pst-pan.intr.3s happy·pan.intr.3s
'the man who sang is happy"

(Johns (1987:162»

.. vque. to be 'UN. but sufflcieot ror my present purposes.
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b. nutaraq taku·ja·ra qimalNtJq
cbild(ABs) see-pan.tr·lsl3s run away-pan.intr.3s
'the child who I saw ran away'

(Johns (1987:162»

anguti-up amaq kunik·w.
mm-ERG womm(ABSJ 1tiss-part.tr,3sI3s
'the man who kissed the woman'

d. angut ama--mik: kunik·si·juq
man(ABS) womaD.<UM kiJs.AP-pan.intr,Js
'the man who kissed the woman'

(Murasugi (I99Jb:6»

More precisely, then, the relativised element in lnuktitut must be an

argument which is checked for absolutive Cue, a fact well·noted in the

literature (see, more recently, Johns (1987), Murasugi (992), Manning

(1994), and, particularly for West Greenlandic, Fortescue (1984) and Bittner

(1994». Johns further observes that in double object constructions, only the

non-oblique argument is available for relativisation, as shown in (122) (from

Johns (1987:156.157»:11

(122) a. angut pilauti-mikama-up tuni-jaa angaju·ga
man(ABS) lmife-coM woman~Ogive·pan..tr.3sf3s brother-pass,Is
'the man that the woman gave the knife to is my brother'

b. • anguti-mut pilaut tuni·jaa angaju'ga
man-ALL knife(ABS) give-pan..tr,3s1Js brother-poss.1s
'the man thal he gave the knife to is my brother'

A fact or the relative construction in Inuktitut which should be noted early on

is that it involves a relative head rollowed (not necessarily immediately) by

.. angqju·ga, (Iolsed here (or the sake of simplicity .. "rother', comel into Enrlilh, aecordinr
to Alana Johns (penonal communieationJ, more as 'aliblin( ofthe same sex'.



the participial fonn of the verb.- Murasugi (1992) considers the participial

construction in Inuktitut to be [-finite), allowing only 'absolutive' arguments

to be relativiaed by &rat having their Case che<:ked by a [+finite] CO, an

approach motivated. by her analysis of the European Portuguese inflected

infinitive cOD.ltruction. Given the participial fonn's wide-spread appearance

on the matrix verb in Inuktitut (though, notably, not in West Greenlandic

(see Bok·Bennema (1991) and referenoes cited therein and Fortescue (1984»).

I will asaume this not to be the case.1I7

I will now demonstrate that the total restriction on the availability of

the A-areument for relativisation in [nuktitut follows from the analysis

offered so far.

Recall that I have argued that the A·argument raises directly from

[Spec,i1 to [Spec,C] in the overt syntaz to check its [event] feature against

F&_t(C). and that its Case-feature remains unchecked until LF, when ;t

raises to adjoin to co-. Relativisation, placinli' a null Operator in a

seccndary COMP and further extracting the argument, creates a chain

which, by all accounts, views the trace/copy of DP2 in [Spec.C,] as an

intermediate link in a non-uniConn A'-chain (with its head as Op in COMP2

.. Both the indicative and participial mood aftl standudly available for matrix (declarative)
predicates. While participial forms can show up in other constructiOMI u well {see Dorai5
(1988), Bok-Bennnlla (1991), Johnl (1992). Mallon (1993), Manmn, (1994), indicative
markina' i. ftlltrieted to the maiD. verb. III most dialects of InulttiRat, the indicative mood
mat"ker i. fOWld u Ivl after a Item endin, in a vo_1 and a. /pi after a Item endiq in a
CODtoIlallt. while Ij/ is found u the participial mood marker after a Item endin, in a vowel
and ItJ after a stem·6nal CODiOllant.
II An a1r.eroativeanalysis of the European PortulUete inflected infinitive was given in 12.3.3.
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and its tail occupying [Spec,!». The copy ofOPt in [Spec,C] therefore deletes,

and its formal features reconstruct to the copy in [Specl!l, where the

argument's Case-feature can be checked bYI at LF. However, the result is

that the [event] F of DPt> althoueh checked by F_(C), no loneer binds the 0

argument in [Spec,Tl, and the derivation crashes 88 uninterpretable. The

unavailability ofA.al'JWIleDt8 underpin&" relativiaation is thus derived, and

the account equally predicts that A-aqument A'-ertraction of any type

should be impossible in Inuktitut. The prediction is the correct one, though I

will not pursue the issue here.

Consider now the Inuktitut sentence in (121d), which shows that tbe

external arcument of an antipassivised transitive verb may be freely

relativised. I adopt the view that antipassivisation, like paasivisation., cheeks

the Case-feature ofI. On the basis of evidence from Mayan data discussed in

Wharram (1996), however, I suggest that the difference between the two

types of processes is that while the passive morphology absorbs the agent·role

of the verb, the antipauive morphology absorbs the event-role of the verb.1II

Given this sort of approach, the grammatica1ity of the sentence in (121d) is

expected, the partial Spell·Out representation in (123) showing its proposed

derivation (ilDoring the possibly adjoined position of the lencally Case

marked internal argument):

• Future research will iovest.ipte the possibility of derivinc the .enee of antipassivisation
ill accusative lanl\l8lU. civen the analysis contained here.
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(123)0~0

\("~
00

-f"-_.

Consider now another possibility. That is, cODsider the type of

checking relations which would be forced in a languare in which the head! is

alwaya specified Cor a strong Case-feature, while the Case-feature of-ro

remains weak. The required Case-feature properties or the internal

arguments of unergatives and unaccusatives which could result in a

legitimate derivation should remain as discussed above, their feature either

being checked by t prior to the ,s.~t'smerger with y (as in the case of

unergatives), or their Case-feature being cheeked (covertly) by oro, determined

by the total lack of a y head (as in the case of unaccusatives). By (113),

however, any and all A·arguments merged. with t will be checked for

(ereative) Case by that head, in situ. Again, an ergative pattern emerges.

The proposed (event] feature oeco -and oftbe A-argument now, too

remains to be considered. Keepinl to an attempted explanation of some of

the characteristics oftbe Mayan group oflanguagea, suppose that the feature

in question is weak, attracting the formal features or the argument carrying

the [event] F only at LF (as I have proposed, in 42.3, to be an option in
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Italian). It the [tense] F of 'J"l is, however, overdy attracted to CO by that

head's [event] F. some rather substantial concerns regantine' the argumental

binding relations that hold at LF are raised. Observe that the formal

features ofthe A.argument, being closer toc- than the Q-argument, should

raise covertly to adjoin to CO-. 80 that F_Ce) can eheck F_.(l)P2)' The

Case-feature ofT, contained within the muima1 C head, should then attract

the formal features of the ().argument, DPt , to raise to adjoin to CO--,

deriving the partial representation in (124-):

The [event] F of DP2 in (124), however, cannot bind the fonnal features of

DPu and the derivation is ruled out. I conclude, then, that ifF-.,CC) is weak,

in the sense that it does not overtly attract the [event] F of an argument, it

also does not overtly attract F_IT).

But further consideration reveals that the problem for transitives, in

fact, remains, even if the [tense] feature of'r<' raises to CO to be checked only

at LF.- The illegitimate LF representation in (124) remains unchanged. So,

• The lune problern Fo, W1erratives Deve, ariles, liDCl!I the inCOfPOl1Ited internal areument
il embedded deeply enourh in the muimal head to be c-commanded by the fonna! features
oftbeA·llfIUIDeIIt.



if such a derivation is to converge, T must be blocked from raising to Co.

This, of course, esaentially nullifies my argument that T raises to C because

its [tense] feature must be checked against F_~(C). (( such raising must be

blocked. here, then what checks F_crY! I am SUlPSting that the type of

languap that I am describing is exemplified in the Mayan languages, and I

will show below that some of these lancuaees oblip.toriIy inVoduce special

morpholQIY which is able to check the [tense] feature of T', when ,-0 is unable

to raise to Co. Another option, too, should be available, in which 'f'l raises to

Co covertly, after the formal features of the internal arewnent have adjoined

to'rl to be checked for Cue. The formal features ofDP2 should then raise to

adjoin to 00--, and be able to bind FF<DP,). In the followini, I will refer to

the former strategy as Option A, and the latter as Option B. In eeneral, the

Mamean and Quichean Mayan languages choose Option A, while the il'eat

majority of the other Mayan languages choose Option B. It is argued

elsewhere (Wharram (1996» that which option a language chooses

determines the relativiaability of the A-argument in that language.

Consider the basic clauses in (125), taken from two Mayan languages,

where the verb in each is transitive:

(115) a. Twtzil (Mayan: Choian. western Guaremala)
l-0-y.i1 Ii paJe-e
asp-3sABS-3sERo.soc the priest-Enel
'the pricst saw it'
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b. Mam (Mayan: Mamean, northwestern GuaremaJa)
ma cbi lcub' t-b'iyo-'n Xwaan riinaq

1uan bi~~~: 3sERG-bit-ds Iuan man

<England (1983:141))

Under the account here. the A-aqument occupies [Spee~ at Spell-Out..

where it i8 checked Cor Case by t. and the O-argument remains in its

position as the complement of VO (or its trace). & can be observed in the

sentences above. and as was discuased in Chapter One. the unmarked word·

order in the Mayan languages is VSO, 80 the verbal complex in~ must

raise to oro in the overt syntax, presumedly to check a strong V·feature of'J"l.

The derivation of the Tzotzilsentence in (125&). I propose, selects Option B,

diSCW!lsed above. and oro- further raises to C- at LF. The derivation of the

Mam sentence in (l25b) follows along the lines of Option A, ,- remaining

in its Spell-Out position throughout the covert syntax. The verbal a.fIix -'n,

glossed here as a directional su{f&, I propose elsewhere (Wharram (1996», is

generated in T'l and serves to check the [tense] feature of that head.1ll

If> 11li. verbal Nftb.:, termed by EDilaod 09&3) all thed~ f4/fix, V-'w or l·nJ in Mam;
I-Y iD Qukb').wean on all main tnlUitive verbs. CampPa (1992) obMrve., however, that
then!! an!! 1IOm8 cue. when!! this sutrix appean to be optional iD basic t1'lUllQtive clauses, as is
thowniDCil:

(i) MflWI
a. dli t-tzecq'a-ya

rp 3pABS 2sERG-bit-e1
')'QUbittbc:m·

(Eog1alld(l983;174))

b. dlin ok Hl.ccq'a..a
rp lsABS dir bERG-bi1-dK1
'youCs)bit tne'

(Caatpana(l992:30))
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The LF representations oC the derivations oC transitive clauses and

unergative clauses which I propose to hold pnerally Cor the Mayan languages

are given in (126a) and (l.26b), respectively:

However. the opdonaUtJ or the .uffD in such sentenca in MIUQ i, extremely re,tricted.
According to Encland (1983), its oecuional absence in elicited data i' due to -repeated
queationinc". artd that

.•. to all iJIIeDlS lbey Ire obliplOrY Since MaIn spelkas do DOllile lJ1rISilivc
verbswilboutclireai:JDalsmd...uIDOtusclbcm.(p.I70)

I will ulume thi' to be the cae. The aufIh" Pf'"ence in d.1Ue$ from which "I.tive or who
extr.ction of. A· or O·lfKlUIlelI.t hal taken. place is, at leut, obliptofy, and I am a....re of no
pil!Cl! ofelicited MIlD data ofthi' type wbere the aufIix i' absent.



In this them, I have introduced what I believe to be some rather

intriguinc contrasts in a number of languages which are quite unezpected if

current assumptions bold, and have offered a preliminary alternative

analysis. Further, I have offered a strictly Economy·based account of the

phenomena of accusativity and ergativity which is, I think, compellin& on at

least two levels. First, it supports the general direction in which the current

theory appears to be beading - for lack of a more enlightening term, a strictly

minimalist account of the human language faculty. Second, the discussion in

Chapter Two illustrated how the introduction of a single feature into a

derivation could change that derivation substantially. Given this, the

appearance of ergative and aceusative 'splits' should become much less

mysterious in a theory in which Case checking relations are determined on a

purely economical basis.

It need not be said, but: clearly, further research is called for...

FIN
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